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A NEW STAR
SHINES BRIGHT
AUBIN WISE

ACE AWARDS 2022
MONDAY, AUGUST 1, 2022
SPONSORS
ANNA ZUCKERMAN, MARCHON EYEWEAR INC.,
CALERES, ESSILORLUXOTTICA,
INFORMA- MAGIC, PROJECT, COTERIE,
JUDITH LEIBER COUTURE, SAFILO GROUP,
SIGNAL BRANDS, TURA, VERA BRADLEY
HONOREES INCLUDE
BEN CLYMER, HODINKEE
J. BALVIN
JOSIE NATORI
KURT GEIGER LONDON
LENSCRAFTERS
MODA OPERANDI
MOLLY ROGERS & DANNY SANTIAGO
RIMOWA
VERA BRADLEY
VERONICA BEARD
VICTOR GLEMAUD

CIPRIANI

110 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK CITY
6:00PM COCKTAILS

FOLLOWED BY DINNER AND AWARDS
BLACK TIE

FOR SPONSORSHIP, TICKET AND TABLE SALES
PLEASE CONTACT LEENA GUREVICH NUNEZ
LEENA@ACCESSORIESCOUNCIL.ORG

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION

cover photograph by
ANDREW EGAN
Hair and Make-up
BRUCE DEAN

WELCOME

AUBIN WISE WEARS
Natori Hand Embroidered
Caftan Top
Jovana Djuric Gipsy
Charmer Price
Upon Request
Jovana Djuric Osiris
Ring $525

Dear Ac Magazine Readers,
When the Accessories Council acquired Accessories Magazine and relaunched the publication in January of 2021,
our goal was to showcase the products and stories of our dynamic industry. On the pages of our last seven issues, we
have featured over 1,000 brands and, with our last issue alone, have received over a million page views. It’s been an
honor to share your hard work and entrepreneurial spirits.
I want to thank our small team that works tirelessly to ensure each issue has unique and insightful editorial and
beautiful photography. Nearly every image and logo has a link to purchase or acquire more information. While this is
time consuming, we feel that it’s important to our mission of fostering consumer and trade awareness of our industry.

The Accessories Council is a 28-year-old not-for-profit business, which has been dedicated since its foundation to
helping to promote our members. In addition to our magazine and weekly newsletter, the AC hosts over 100 events a
year, including a prolific educational program, mentoring, press opportunities, legislative support, introductions, and
awards programs (to name a few)! We encourage you to visit our website for upcoming opportunities, and to view our
YouTube channel, and review past issues of AC Magazine.
This is a very exciting time of year for the Accessories Council. The annual ACE Awards (Accessories Council
Excellence) will be held in person on Monday, August 1, 2022. The 4th Annual Design Excellence Awards have
launched for 2022, and we encourage you to enter as there are wonderful benefits — past winners have included a
who’s who of great brands and beautiful products!

We hope you will sign up for our weekly newsletter at www.accessoriescouncil.org to learn about our events (most at
no charge), our awards and importantly, our upcoming editorial requests. Send us your images and tell us your stories
HERE. We look forward to seeing you on the pages of our future issues!
Warmest Regards,

karen x

Karen Giberson
Editor-In-Chief AC Magazine
President and CEO Accessories Council
Karen@accessoriescouncil.org
@karen.giberson
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KAREN GIBERSON - EDITOR IN CHIEF
As president and CEO of the Accessories Council, Karen is the leading voice for the industry.
She creates and oversees production of educational events, mentoring programs, the industry
newsletter, networking events, charitable efforts and fundraising galas. She advocates for
policy, has testified in front of Congress, local governments and works tirelessly to positively
impact the accessories industry. Karen is an EMMY award winner and completed her Wharton
GMP in December 2020. In her free time, she can be found running Spartan Races and
spending time with her husband Nick, family and friends.

LEENA GUREVICH-NUNEZ - PUBLISHER
Leena joined the Accessories Council over three years ago with an extensive background in
the luxury retail industry, where she led teams for Gucci, YSL, Fendi, Hugo Boss, and Tourbillon,
the luxury division of the Swatch Group. In her role as the vice president of the Accessories
Council, she works diligently to ensure members are active and take advantage of the many
opportunities the Council provides. She prides herself in guiding and connecting members to the
right people and opportunities to grow their brand and help increase their brand awareness and,
most importantly, their sales. Leena lives in New Jersey with her husband, 8-year-old son, and 2
beautiful pit bull girls.
ANDREW EGAN - CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Andrew is founder and executive creative director of creative agency, CoolGraySeven. Born
and educated in the United Kingdom, his career began in fashion editorial before founding
EganMelia, a branding agency whose clients included Alfred Dunhill, Harvey Nichols, Emanuel
Ungaro and Furla. In 2000, Andrew moved to New York and established CoolGraySeven where
he has consulted with Donna Karan’s Urban Zen, Natori, Waterworks, the Brooklyn Museum, and
a number of other fashion, luxury and lifestyle brands.

WE ARE

The Jewelry Group BECAUSE WE KNOW jewelry.

SOPHIA STRAWSER - EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
Sophia joined the Accessories Council in May of 2021 and came on full time this January.
She comes from a background of writing both editorial and creative. She has written for
several magazines around NYC and has worked for a handful of fashion brands in both social
media and copywriting. She received undergraduate degrees from Hofstra University in
both screenwriting and performance before graduating with a master’s degree from Rutgers
University. She was selected as an artist in resident at Chateau Orquevaux where she spent
the beginning of 2020 living in France writing two feature film screenplays. She also had the
pleasure of being an actress in two seasons of Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. Sophia loves coffee,
traveling, and covering everything she eats in hot sauce.

www.thejewelrygroup.com

ROXANNE ROBINSON
Writer, editor, stylist and brand
consultant, Roxanne Robinson is an
award-winning media professional
currently based in Paris, France.
After 18-plus years as WWD’s
accessories and jewelry director,
since 2017 she has pursued a
freelance career contributing to
L’Officiel USA, Tatler Asia, The
Hollywood Reporter, Forbes,
CRFashionbook.com, CFDA.com,
Barneys The Window, to name a few.
BRUCE DEAN
Make-up artist Bruce Dean has
glamorized countless high-profile
faces, from Hollywood’s elite to
Vogue models, runway models,
and musicians. He has
also worked with the casts of
Broadway’s Bombay Dreams;
Steel Magnolias,
and Heathers.
“I’ve loved doing make-up since I
was a teenager” says Bruce, who
practiced make-up techniques on his younger sisters as
well as himself growing up. When asked what influenced
his choice to become a make-up artist he replies: “I grew
up surrounded by a large family who enjoyed finding
and applying those extra little touches to enhance their
personal appearance and lives, so I’ve always paid close
attention to the details of dress and grooming.”
GAVIN MANLEY
Gavin Manley is a writer and
strategist living in New York
City. Originally from Ireland,
Gavin worked at fashion and
luxury agencies AR Media and
Laird+Partners before joining
CoolGraySeven in 2014. Here,
he developed repositioning
strategies and brand messaging
for clients such as Geoffrey
Beene, Tolkowsky and UBM
Fashion (Informa).
As an independent consultant since 2019, Gavin today
writes about fashion and accessories, luxury real estate,
interior design and digital marketing trends. He holds a
BA from University College Dublin and has lectured on
branding at FIT in New York City.
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KRISTEN SPINA
Kristen Spina is a creative
writing professional with over
30 years experience in the
publishing industry. A Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo journalism
school graduate, Kristen
has been a staff writer and
editor, as well as a freelance
journalist for a wide range of
national consumer and trade
publications. Kristen writes
and edits business and fashion stories, personal essays,
fiction, website and marketing copy, and just about
anything that puts words on the printed or digital page.
Originally from California, she has lived and worked in
NY for most of her professional life. Kristen loves to cook,
visit museums, travel, and (thanks to her car-obsessed
husband and son), she knows more about Ford vs. Ferrari
than is reasonable or practical.

JEAN LATHAM
Jean Latham has worked with
CoolGraySeven for the past
five years as project manager.
After graduating with a
degree in communications
and a short stint working in
fashion, Jean has been able to
combine her love for design
and cultural trends in her
career.
JESSICA RICHARDS
Jessica is a trend forecaster,
brand creator, and founder of
JMR Design Consulting, whose
synergistic focus inspires what is
now and next. With an extensive
background in forecasting,
concepts, and design for major
North American retailers, she
brings a forward-thinking yet
commercially and brand-right
viability to projects across the fashion and wellness
industries. She is a graduate of Boston University,
with a degree in magazine journalism. Outside of her
consultancy, Jessica also serves as trend director for
the Accessories Council, a not-for-profit, international
trade organization with the mission to stimulate global
consumer awareness and demand for fashion accessory
products.

©2022 Cole Haan - Style Shown: CH4053 in Black and Crystal | altaireyewear.com | 800.505.5557

CONTRIBUTORS

the
ACCESSORIES
COUNCIL
board of directors
share...
their must have
items to have
in store for
holiday 2022.

IRENE FITZGERALD
LIVIDINI & CO.

A must have gift that
gives year-round
are these gorgeous
pink sapphire huggie
earrings available at
Sevun.

BETH GOLDSTEIN,
THE NPD GROUP

A ‘must-have’ holiday
item for NPD clients
is our weekly holiday
snapshot, which tracks
consumer behavior
and retail spending
throughout the season,
providing quick insights
on what’s fueling the
hottest holiday trends,
so brands and retailers
can stay informed and
ahead

JANICE WINTER,
JUDITH RIPKA

A great pair of earrings
that take you from day
to night!!

BRUNA SUMBERAC
MANEY CONSULTANT

History has proven that
accessories are always
a great gift, no matter
economic conditions!
Accessories lifts your
spirts and update your
wardrobe. Up their style
quotient with a new hat,
scarf or a pair of gloves,
for a fashionable and
functional gift.

JAY LAKHANI,
DEEPA GURNANI

A gorgeous hand
beaded clutch. With so
many events coming
up, people are ready
to dress up again and
our clutches make the
perfect holiday “must
have” item.

DREW PIZZO
COLLECTION XIIX
MARK GINSBERG
KEW MANAGEMENT

LATKES & MISTLETOE!!!

The decorative
minaudière is a must
have for holiday 2022

MASCULINE, INNOVATIVE, CULTURED, AND CURATED
ELEVATE YOUR STYLE WITH THE ESQUIRE MEN’S JEWELRY COLLECTION.
SHR JEWELRY GROUP & OUR PARTNERS HEARST COMMUNICATIONS PROUDLY SUPPORT THE ACCESSORIES COUNCIL

WISE
on the

RISE
meet actress aubin wise

AUBIN WISE TOLD US SHE FELT LIKE A “MAJESTIC GODDESS” WHILE MODELING FOR AC MAGAZINE, A FAR CRY

FROM HER LATEST ROLE AS A BAD ASS VAMPIRE SLAYER IN THE NEW NETFLIX SERIES FIRST KILL. WISE STARS IN THE
SERIES AS TALIA BURNS, A FIERCE SUPERHERO MOM, WHO EXPERTLY WIELDS SWORDS, BOWS AND ARROWS, AND

AR-15S IN A QUEST TO PROTECT HER FAMILY. A LEAD ACTOR IN THE SERIES, WISE SPENT HOURS WORKING WITH
CHOREOGRAPHERS AND STUNT COORDINATORS TO CREATE THE REALISTIC FIGHT SCENES. WATCH HERE

WISE, A SEASONED ACTRESS, SINGER, AND DANCER, FELL IN LOVE WITH THE THEATER AT AN EARLY AGE AND WAS

CAST IN HER FIRST ROLE IN A PRODUCTION OF ANNIE WHEN SHE WAS A YOUNG TEEN. SHE FOLLOWED HER DREAM

AND EARNED A DEGREE FROM THE ESTEEMED BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC AND HAS BEEN ACTIVELY WORKING

EVER SINCE. IN 2016 SHE LANDED A COVETED SPOT IN BROADWAY’S HIT SHOW HAMILTON, WHERE SHE CURRENTLY
PLAYS THE DUAL ROLE OF PEGGY SCHUYLER AND MARIA REYNOLDS.

WHEN NOT ON STAGE OR IN FRONT OF THE CAMERAS, WISE IS A BUSY SINGLE MOM TO SON KAI AND HER DOG JAG.

AC MAGAZINE PREDICTS BIG THINGS AHEAD!

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ANDREW EGAN

HAIR AND MAKE UP BY BRUCE DEAN

Jovana Djuric
Large Frontal
Hoops in
Gold Bronze $325
Natori Vegan
Leatherette Halter Top
many thanks to
Mac Cosmetics
Mario Badescu Skin Care
Aquage Hair Care
Conair

Alexis Bittar Archival 3D
Ribbon Collar Necklace Price
Upon Request
Natori Embroidered Dragon
Bustier
Opposite
Alexis Bittar Archival 3D
Oversized Ribbon Clip
Earrings Price Upon Request
Natori Couture Caftan

Coach Chunky C Chain
Necklace $225
Natori Vegan Leatherette
Halter Top
Opposite
Alexis Bittar Twisted Gold
Hair Fork $295
Alexis Bittar Twisted Gold
Hair Barrette $295
Alexis Bittar Brut Cluster
Looped Statement Ring $295

show stoppers
THE 2022 SPRING COUTURE RUNWAYS SHOWCASED GLAMOUR, SHINE, AND STELLAR ACCESSORIES ACROSS THE
BOARD. FROM WHIMSICAL PATTERNS TO FLORAL MOTIFS, WE ARE PUTTING THE SPOTLIGHT ON THE BEST OF THE
BEST — HERE’S A LOOK AT WHAT IS SURE TO INSPIRE OUR EVERYDAY ACCESSORY CHOICES IN THE WEEKS AND
MONTHS TO COME.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ANDREA BYRNE

elie saab

Lebanese designer Elie Saab turns
his attention to high-shine with this
modern diamond-patterned veil.

dior

Maria Grazia Chiuri for Dior puts
a sparkly twist on classic
Mary-Janes with an abundance of
delicate beadwork.

philipp
plein

Phillip Plein elevates rhinestone
encrusted stretch suede boots with a
sky-high heel.

elie saab

Known for romantic and dramatic
eveningwear, the designer draws
inspiration from climbing bougainvillea
flowers in this stunning gown.

stephane
rolland

Stephane Rolland takes neckwear to
a new level with bold oblong stones
accenting layers of thick, flat chains,
doubled and tripled up, and hanging
well below the neckline.

act N°1

Galib Gassanoff and Luca Lin of Act
N°1 carry drama to new heights with a
ruffled red tulle shoulder bag offset by a
black chain handle.

schiaparelli

Stunningly bold and out-of-this-world,
Schiaparelli’s oversized planet-themed drop
earrings turn all the attention on
the universe.

stephane
rolland

Stephane Rolland redefines modern length
by pairing black leather straps with a
cream colored stone engineered to hit well
below the neckline.

stephane
rolland

A blue supersized gemstone ring gives new
meaning to drama on an opera glove-covered
finger.

vauthier

Vauthier’s high-heeled, Western boot adorned with
gold flowers and encrusted diamonds hints that
the Wild West is here to stay for awhile.

fendi

Fendi designer Kim Jones puts the focus above the
neck with a mixed-and-matched stone ear cuff
and statement necklace in black and gray hues.

off-white

Off-white mixes metaphors in a cream, slouched
boot with an open toe fit for all seasons.

schiaparelli

Schiaparelli returns to basics with black,
white, and gold drama in this unique handbag
featuring brilliant, teal eyes and (opposite)
universe-like swirl drop earring.

Her big break came when she won The Guardian/
International Wool Secretariat/Issey Miyake Fashion
Illustration Award. Included in her prize was a trip to
Japan (her first flight ever) to represent and illustrate
for the publication during Japanese Fashion Week in
Tokyo ’88. The exposure was a turning point in her
career.

andrea byrne
ILLUSTRATES RUNWAY 2022

Andrea Byrne, a celebrated painter, illustrator and
sound artist, helped us bring some of our favorite
accessories from the 2022 Couture shows to life. The
idea to approach Byrne, came from Ac Magazine’s
creative director, Andrew Egan, who told us, “I met
Andrea in a nightclub in London 30 years ago. We
instantly bonded, she invited me to her house for tea
the next day where I fell in love with her work (and of
course her). I have had the privilege of working with her
ever since, commissioning her for editorial articles and
advertising concepts and collecting her fine art pieces.
When we need something special for the magazine, of
course, I called Andrea.”

gaultier

Glenn Martens for Gaultier puts
a new spin on the lady in red with
spiked-heel platform mules and ladylike opera gloves to complement a
dramatic red midi-dress.

Byrne paints using watercolors, inks, and gouache to
achieve a fluid look. The images were created with
fine brush strokes and subtle touches of color. Fashion
Industry enthusiasts will recognize Byrne’s art, as
she’s a regular contributor to respected publications
and brands, including British Vogue, British Glamour,
Catherine Walker, Aquascutum, Maxmara, and
Natori. Byrne grew up with a deep love of the arts
and fashion, spending hours sketching fashion with
particular attention to the textures and details of the
garments. Byrne earned a B.A. in fashion and textiles
from Liverpool John Moores University and began
her career working at fashion retailer Hyper Hyper
Kensington in London.

The multi-talented Byrne, who draws inspiration
from the Impressionists, is also known for her largescale (6’ x 8’) paintings of flowers, which she debuted
in 2000. The petite 5’ tall artist, tackles the giant
canvases, creating her flowers with a feminine voice,
vibrant color and texture. She uses broad brush
strokes to convey an element of movement. Her first
solo show at Hicks Gallery London in 2002 sold out,
as did subsequent solo shows in ’03, ’04, ’06, ’07
and ’09. From early on Byrne’s large-scale paintings
were featured in Vogue (2000) and showcased in
the 2012 Martyn Thompson Interiors book where her
paintings were highlighted in the New York homes of
loyal collectors.
An avid student, Byrne stretched her creativity,
completing an M.A. in fine art at Central St. Martins
School of Art, University of the Arts, in 2006 where
her work moved toward installation as well as
painting. Byrne began to explore and develop sound
installation concepts and in 2009 received a second
M.A. in aural & visual cultures (Auditions) — headed
by the 2010 Turner Prize nominee Kodwo Eshun of
the Otolith Group — from Goldsmiths, University of
London. She continued to produce an impressive
amount of work, collecting well-deserved recognition
and a dedicated fan base along the way. Byrne’s
work can be seen in the H.B.O. drama Flesh & Bone;
a 2016 Golden Globe-nominated American balletinspired television series.
Ac

Kate Spade Velmas 57mm
Cat Eye Sunglasses $140
Opposite
State Optical Cornell $363
State Optical Oxford $249
Arnette Drophead $109

WE’RE NOT JUST SEEING THE WORLD AGAIN
THROUGH ROSE-COLORED GLASSES;

IN SUMMER 2022, THEY’RE IN EVERY SHADE
OF THE RAINBOW. THE BIGGEST TREND IN
OPTICAL SMARTLY ALIGNS WITH OUR
DESIRE TO DRESS WITH PRESENCE:

IN READY-TO-WEAR, REGISTERING

VOLUME SILHOUETTES, IN JEWELRY,
MAXIMALIST LAYERING AND

STYLING, AND IN EYEWEAR,
A FOCUS ON BRIGHTLY

COLORED FRAMES WITH

LENSES TO MATCH. IN THE
SPIRIT OF BOLDNESS,

CHOOSE OVERSIZED
AVIATORS AND

SQUARED-OFF
STYLES TO

TOP OFF A

LOOK THAT

DECLARES

“MORE IS

MORE.”

eye
color

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ANDREW EGAN
STYLED BY ADAM PORTER-SMITH

Dior SoLight1 $257
Opposite
Salvatore Ferragamo
Model 51GO77 756383 in
Transparent Lobster $255
Salvatore Ferragamo Model
51G077 756382 $255

Isabel Marant Macy Squared
Sunglasses $255
Opposite
Jimmy Choo Leti Oversized
Sunglasses $345

Marc Jacobs Icon Oversized
Square Sunglasses $255
Kate Spade Wenona/G/S
Sunglasses in Pink with
Brown Gradient Lenses $140
Opposite
Lanvin LNV124S $429.95
Miu Miu Metal Square $477

Lanvin LNV629S $229
opposite
CEV Collection August Original $85
CEV Collection August Pink $85
CEV Collection August Blue $70
many thanks to Kris Togias

Gold & Honey Color
Gold Leaf Faceted Lucite
Huggies $85

THE NATIONAL GARDEN BUREAU
NAMED 2022 THE YEAR OF THE
LILAC AND TO HONOR THE
BEAUTY OF THIS FLOWER,

AC MAGAZINE, PAYS TRIBUTE TO

ITS STUNNING SHADES OF PURPLE.
FASHION DESIGNERS TOOK

NOTICE AND MANY OF THE FALL

2022 SHOWS INCLUDED TOUCHES
OF THIS VIBRANT SHADE, WHICH
MANY BELIEVE HAS A CALMING
AND RELAXING EFFECT. FROM
JUST A HINT OF LAVENDER TO

RICH PERIWINKLE, THE COLOR

BRINGS A FRESH AND EXCITING

UPDATE TO ACCESSORIES, BAGS,
JEWELRY, AND FOOTWEAR.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JON MOE

a light
touch of
lilac

Models:
Luisa Laemmel
New York Models
Farhiya
New York Models
Stylist: Alex Moe
Hair and Make-up:
Daniel Pazos

Gold & Honey Mini Tie Dye
Lucite hoops in Purple &
Pink $85
Sharon Wilkes Glazed Violet
Maria $750
Franco Sarto Franco Rebel
Dress Sandal $130
Opposite
OPR The Barbara $595

CEV Collection August
Original $70
CEV Collection August Pink
$70
CEV Collection August Blue
$70

Alexis Bittar Gold Double
Link Lucite Post EarringPrairie Crocus $245
Vera Bradley Utility Tote Bag
$120
Franco Sarto Sarto Visa Mule
$120
Opposite
Lovard The Lady Tote $495

CEV Collection August
Original $70
CEV Collection August Pink
$70
CEV Collection August Blue
$70

Gold & Honey 2” Illusion
Hoop in Lavender $80
Echo New York Python Silk
Oblong in Lilac $50
Opposite
Alexis Bittar Solanales
Crystal Lake Lucite Hinge
Bracelet $345
Alexis Bittar Rocky Gold
Studded Lucite Hinge
Bracelet $175

CEV Collection August
Original $70
CEV Collection August Pink
$70
CEV Collection August Blue
$70

Franco Sarto Sarto Visa Mule
$120
Alexis Bittar Gold Double
Link Lucite Post Earring Prairie Crocus $245

CEV Collection August
Original $70
CEV Collection August Pink
$70
CEV Collection August Blue
$70
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IT’S TIME TO
ENTER THE
4TH
ANNUAL
DEA
AWARDS

2022DESIGN
EXCELLENCE
AWARDS

The awards will celebrate outstanding new and innovative products offering finalists and winners an exciting
platform to celebrate their products.

BENEFITS OF ENTERING:
Finalists and winners will receive recognition for their product and brand.
Each finalist and winner will receive an “AC Seal” that can be used on the product for the life of the item.
Last year, we had over 110,000 votes for products.
Finalists featured in the Fall issue of AC Magazine (out the first week of October)
Winners will be featured in the Winter issue of AC Magazine (out the first week of January).
HOW TO USE YOUR “AC SEAL”:
Use at trade shows
Include on your website
Add to social media posts
Add to your email signature
Use to promote items to wholesale buyers
Include in press releases and your annual reports
Bring your award to trunk shows, personal appearances and on tv shopping shows

categories include:
EYEWEAR optical
EYEWEAR sun
FASHION JEWELRY
FINE JEWELRY
FOOTWEAR over $250
FOOTWEAR under $250
HANDBAGS over $1,000
HANDBAGS under $1,000
SOCIAL IMPACT/CHARITY
SOFT ACCESSORIES, BELTS, SLG’s
SUSTAINABILITY
TECH AND INNOVATION
also to be announced in september:
HALL OF FAME
NPD GROWTH DRIVER
SAGA FURS, BLACKGLAMA
Entries for the competition will kick off TUESDAY, JULY 5TH

Finalists will be announced on THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8TH

Winners will be announced on WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH

I got married in a purple Betsey Johnson dress.
It was a warm day in early September and after
taking our vows, we jumped into a lake. The
marriage didn’t last, but I still have the dress.
When you ask a girl whether she’s ever owned
a Betsey Johnson garment, chances are she’ll
happily tell you about the dress she wore to her
prom, her wedding, or another special occasion.
After all, there are many designers who make
beautiful clothes and accessories, but few who are
capable of establishing a fun, festive mood, and
an emotional connection to fashion in the way of
Betsey Johnson.
The designer recently described her success as
a combination of hard work, talent, and luck. I
would argue, however, that her career is less about
luck and more about drive and determination. As
she prepares to celebrate her 80th birthday on
August 10th and her nearly 60-years in the fashion
industry, this talented and tenacious one-of-a-kind
designer shows no signs of slowing down.
Born in Connecticut in 1942, Johnson has had a
lifelong love affair with the arts. As a young girl,
she was devoted to dancing and was a natural
acrobat, perfecting her signature cartwheel at a
very early age. By the time she entered college,
her love of costumes and dance had already laid
the foundation for a lifetime of creativity and
inspiration. During her senior year at Syracuse
University in 1963, Johnson entered a contest to
become a guest editor at Mademoiselle magazine
— a pivotal moment that would complete her
journey from her proper Connecticut hometown to
the eclectic streets of New York.
The Mademoiselle contest, which tapped 20
college-aged women to work on the September
issue, was ultimately more of a try-out than a
sweepstakes. But Johnson excelled, and joined
the ranks of past winners, including actor Candice
Bergen and author Joan Didion. Working at
Mademoiselle gave her the opportunity to learn
magazine publishing from the ground up and her
first assignment proved to be a bit of a foretelling:
handling tasks for a very pregnant fabric editor,

heavens
to
betsey
THE

INSPIRATIONAL
BETSEY

JOHNSON WILL

CELEBRATE HER

80TH BIRTHDAY

IN AUGUST AND
NO DOUBT,
WILL DO A

CARTWHEEL TO
CELEBRATE!

BY KAREN GIBERSON

Kitsch Betsey Ball Crossbodys
in Orange and Multi $88
Opposite
Edison White $169

Kim Hastreiter (also an ACE Award winner), who
later went on to co-found Paper Magazine.
Unfortunately, despite the store’s in-the-know
reputation there just wasn’t enough revenue to
support the staff, so Johnson hit the pavement in
search of a steady job.

Johnson learned to look at materials and their
uses in new and unusual ways.
Before long, she had a full-time position and was
being recognized by editors for her outstanding
work ethic. Living in New York, however, was
expensive and publishing salaries were notoriously
bad at the time. To earn extra money, Johnson
began to make sweaters for the women in her
office. She spent her days at a desk, but her
evenings hustling to fill orders for her fashionable
knits. Recognizing that she had a talent for design,
an editor sent her to meet legendary retailer Paul
Young, who at the time was opening a fashion
concept store called Paraphernalia. Young hired
the 21-year-old Johnson on the spot and three
months later, on September 15, 1965, Paraphernalia
opened to the public with a grand event produced
by Andy Warhol. The store was frequented by the
60s most fashionable characters, many of whom
helped to keep Johnson’s consistently sold-out
garments on the must-have list.
When Paraphernalia’s run slowed down, Johnson
joined forces with a few colleagues to open
Betsey Bunky Nini, an iconic shop not far from
Bloomingdale’s flagship on the east side. Betsey
Bunky Nini quickly became the go-to location
for anyone who wanted to see and be seen.
One of the store’s first employees, in fact, was

Finding the right fit, however, was a challenge.
Because she lacked formal design training, few
were willing to take a chance on hiring her. Already
deep into what would become known as her
signature style — bold colors and metallic minis,
flowing fabrics, and romantic silhouettes — she
was a shape shifter who understood the dynamic
of fashion as art, an expression of the time, and a
means for uplifting the spirit.
Johnson finally landed a gig as the head designer
for Alley Cat, a junior collection that allowed her to
showcase her creativity and versatility. She spent
a significant amount of time in the factories and
was meticulous about every detail from design
to production to sales. Gaining a reputation as
a hands-on team player, her hard work paid off
in profits for the company. Just two years later,
Johnson was awarded the esteemed Coty Fashion
Critics Award, the youngest designer at the time
— 29 years old — to receive the distinction, and a
rare nod to a designer who was not independent.
A free spirit, it didn’t take long for Johnson to
become disillusioned by corporate life. On the
suggestion of designer Giorgio Sant’Angelo, Betsey
Johnson launched her own brand in 1978 with
business partner Chantal Bacon, a model and
sales expert. The first Betsey Johnson collection,
which relied on cotton/Lycra fabrics, debuted to a
full house and rave press reviews. Unfortunately,
sales didn’t follow and just two seasons in, the
company was carrying the weight of thousands of
unsold garments and a dwindling bank account.
Johnson and Bacon turned things around in 1981,
when encouraged by an editor and friend, the
duo opened a tiny store in Soho. Decorated in
Johnson’s eclectic style, business boomed, and

In Johnson’s current role as creative director, she oversees
production of the apparel and accessories created in-house, and
the licenses for the fragrance and beauty products, kids apparel,
sleepwear/intimates, slippers, bedding/bath, legwear, optical,
sunglasses, luggage, umbrellas, self-care, medical scrubs, and
stationary that round out the brand’s offerings.

Betsey Johnson so often, she’s an unofficial brand
ambassador!
In Johnson’s current role as creative director,
she oversees production of the apparel and
accessories created in-house, and the licenses for
the fragrance and beauty products, kids apparel,
sleepwear/intimates, slippers, bedding/bath,
legwear, optical, sunglasses, luggage, umbrellas,
self-care, medical scrubs, and stationary that
round out the brand’s offerings.

Loise Leopard Multi $99
Cube Games Crossbody Multi
$138
Emani Fuchsia $89
Kitsch Roller Derby Betsey
Crossbody Rainbow Multi
$135
Opposite
One Love Open Heart Linear
Earrings Rainbow Multi $48

they quickly outgrew the space. More locations
followed, peaking at over 60 retail stores by 2011.
The pair operated as an independent company
for years, but in 2007 took an offer from a private
equity group that changed the cadence of their
business. Within a few years, the retail stores
closed, staff was let go, and the company filed
for bankruptcy. Despite the setback, the Betsey
Johnson name still had value and the brand was
quickly snatched up in 2010 by the Steve Madden
Company, who recognized the value of the brand
and knew there were more chapters to the Betsey
story. The whimsical detailing and fabulous fit
of Betsey Johnson designs are still favored by
celebrities, including Lisa Loeb, Molly Ringwald,
and Cindy Lauper. In fact, Johnson’s signature
style continues to garner accolades and awards.
In 1999, the designer won the CFDA Timeless
Talent Award (created just for her), in 2002 she
was inducted into the Fashion Walk of Fame,
and in 2005 she won the first of two Accessories
Council ACE Awards. Her vintage designs are
a favorite with celebrities, including Addison
Rae, Bella Hadid and Olivia Rodrigo, who wears

Johnson’s light shines far beyond the world of
fashion. She and her daughter Lulu starred in
the reality series XOX Betsey Johnson in 2013,
and the following year she wowed fans with her
signature cartwheel and split during a run on
Dancing with the Stars. The Accessories Council
honored Johnson on her 75th birthday in 2017,
where she again dropped into a split next to a
flaming birthday cake. The photo was published all
over the world, garnering more press hits than any
previous ACE Award winner.
Uninhibited, flamboyant, and exceedingly
approachable, Johnson left her beloved New
York and moved to Malibu in 2016, where she
now lives in a high-end trailer park “reeking with
color, sparkle, and ruffles,” she says. “It’s like a doll
house.” Close to her daughter Lulu and her two
granddaughters, Johnson enjoys spending time
with her family, her boyfriend, and traveling. Her
memoir, aptly titled, Betsey, A Memoir, debuted
in 2020. According to The New Yorker, the
book “chronicles Johnson’s heyday in a peppy,
dishy voice laced with bravado.”
While it might be hard to draw definitive lines
between the woman, the designer, and the brand,
one thing remains clear: Betsey Johnson changed
the way women think of fashion. At a time when
7th Avenue was paved in crisp suits and tailored
dresses for the ladies who lunched, Johnson burst
onto the scene with a counterculture offering
that spoke to freedom and fun and festivities —
a lighthearted and spirited mix of color, shape,
and style. As she prepares to celebrate an iconic
birthday, there’s no doubt that she has left an
iconic mark on fashion.
Reference for story:
Betsey, A Memoir, With Mark Vitulano
A huge thank you to Kristen Spina for
her exceptional editing and assistance with
this story
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Store Locations
New York:
Columbus Circle
Madison Ave
Prince St in Soho
Greenwich Village
Court Street, BK
California:
Fillmore Street, San Francisco
Opposite
Alexis Bittar Lucite Quad HandbagGold Croc $745

“Its a Little Bittar Alexis”
THE ICONIC DESIGNER AND 2X ACE AWARD WINNER IS BACK IN CHARGE AND DRIVING HIS
BRAND FOR SUCCESS (AND THE ACCESSORIES COUNCIL COULDN’T BE HAPPIER!)
BY ROXANNE ROBINSON

Fashion loves a good comeback story, however
rare they might be. From the triumphant return of
Coco Chanel post-WWII to John Galliano’s restart
in 2014 with Maison Margiela three years after his
very public sacking from Dior, to Kenneth Cole’s
2021 buyback of the brand he took public in 1994,
these stories become legendary because for as
many who succeed in an act two, many more fade
into oblivion.
Alexis Bittar is the rarefied breed who is
succeeding in a comeback after re-buying his
brand for a song. After selling 50% of his business
to private equity firm TSG Consumer Partners
for $24 million in 2012, Bittar sold his remaining
stake for an undisclosed sum to Carolee LLC, a
subsidiary of Brooks Brothers in 2015. But when
Brooks Brothers filed for Chapter 11 five years later,

Bittar found the opportunity to buy back the rights
to his name and his brand for $2.75 million. “When
the opportunity came to me, the decision was an
absolute no-brainer,” he says. “Once you sell your
name and the business, you lose complete control
of both. I could have stood by and watched, or
buy it back.”
Noting that the brand had been diluted under the
Brooks umbrella, Bittar has been humbled by the
opportunity to create Alexis Bittar 2.0. “Not all
designers get this chance,” he adds. “Halston was
a good lesson. His great lament was that he didn’t
buy back his company.”
Catching up with the designer in his Prince Street
retail shop, with its unique decor and exquisite
displays, it’s hard to imagine how Bittar pulled

Punk Royale Statement
Earring in Crimson $525
Below
In My Dreams Chain
Crossbody Purse $395
Opposite
Twisted Gold Side Handle
Clutch Purse $645

It’s always been true to who I am. But having the
last six years of distance to think about what I
didn’t like or feel good about made me ask, ‘what
do I want to stand for if I come back?’

off opening six stores in nine months beginning
in August 2021. But emerging trends in direct-toconsumer marketing and favorable pandemic
lease situations combined to create the ideal
environment for him to reestablish the brand’s
retail presence. When viewed through the
unique lens of the last six years, one of the most
significant changes he noted was the shifting
retail power equation. “Everyone was clamoring
to build their brand through the wholesale model,”
he explains, “but that traditional model got
obliterated. Stores were losing buying capacity
since 2015, which coincidentally coincided with
the rise of direct-to-consumer. Now the brand
voice needs to be more authentic. People want to
connect with the brand in a way that they haven’t
in the past.”
This shift and some pandemic-induced retail
lease steals prompted Bittar to start fresh. Brooks
Brothers had closed his former store locations
during Chapter 11 proceedings, so immediately
after regaining ownership, he began reimagining
the new world of Alexis Bittar and what that retail
environment would look like.
“I wanted it to look like an abandoned space
from the 60s or 70s, like a factory, not a typical
jewelry store,” he says. Turning to acclaimed
Hollywood set designer Scott Pask to guide the
new look, a theater-like quality became the focal
point. There is a catwalk and a staircase leading
to an illuminated prop door, and a light turquoise
wash painted on the walls. In the center of the
store there is a Prism-shaped mirror — like an
oversized modern art installation — designed to
reflect customers as they try-on pieces within the
collection. “It’s a little Black Mirror,” he quips. With
four stores in Manhattan, one in Brooklyn, and
another in San Francisco, Los Angeles will likely
be next. Making it a total of six, rebranded store
fronts all designed by the incomparable Scott
Pask.
At the same time, Bittar didn’t entirely abandon his
wholesale partners, but rather reeled them in. “We
sell to Saks Fifth and Neiman Marcus as we did

Punk Royal Bow Cuff
Bracelet - Verdant $495
Punk Royal Cuff Bracelet Verdant $495
Below
Brut Cluster Link Post
Earrings - Malachite $275

before, but I closed 99% of the wholesale accounts
to get it under control. Going forward, I plan only
to open in select stores.”
Bittar has also added an exciting new category in
this second go-round: handbags that incorporate
his jewelry designs as hardware. He scored a
significant celebrity coup with Megan Thee Stallion
carrying a new style featuring a Lucite collar as
top handle at one of the Met Gala after-parties.
“There is a funny story in these photos,” he says,
scrolling through images on his phone. “First
you see Megan carrying the bag, then you see
Cara Delevingne holding it and looking agitated
as Vanessa Hudgens, also wearing Alexis Bittar
earrings, is holding her back from something.
Megan is in the background and has it again in
the next frame.”

I learned the hard way that it gets
complicated when you start to scale.

He is pleased — whatever the circumstances —
adding the images look like “a Steven Meisel
photograph.” On average, the bags are priced
from $395 to $645. The jewelry generally opens at
$95 and tops at $695.
Megan Thee Stallion is representative of new
customers discovering Bittar on this second goround. Delevingne and Hudgens were already
dressing for the red carpet when the designer
first led the brand. Today’s customer mix tends to
include target customers between the ages of 40
and 60 who knew the brand from before, along
with Millennials and Gen Z. According to a sales
associate, recent shoppers have included a new
college graduate who walked by the store and
decided to pop in (buying a set of cuffs) and a
woman in her 20s who came in to buy a gift for
her future mother-in-law and scout a future buy for
herself.
While we were spending time with Bittar in the
Prince Street store, a stylish couple and their
adorable 2 ½-year-old daughter arrived and
were thrilled to find Alexis on hand to help select
a Mother’s Day gift for mom. The designer was
charmed by the precocious toddler, and a friendly
conversation ensued. Bittar is a natural for open
and honest discussions, primarily via his marketing
efforts which touted inclusivity of the LGBTQ
community and older women long before it was
trending.
Another change in recent years is the influence

of Instagram — which plays a much bigger role in
marketing and direct-to-consumer than it did in
2015 when Bittar departed to focus on raising his
twins. This is where the brand relaunch has played
out, with a platform that lets the brand’s voice
speak loudest. While the designer says the first big
campaign is in the works, smaller drops such as
one series featuring a breast cancer survivor, scars
and all, and another celebrating wrinkles at all
ages will also be part of the formula.
This messaging is core to the brand under Bittar’s
direction. “It’s always been true to who I am.
But having the last six years of distance to think
about what I didn’t like or feel good about made
me ask, ‘what do I want to stand for if I come
back?’ It takes a certain amount of ‘fuck it’ to say
this is what I believe.” He adds, motioning to the
room, “I don’t have to do this.”
When Bittar wonders if he has taken anything too
far, he bounces a few ideas off of his partners.
Rie McCoy, chief operating officer, and Naowna
Simon, chief revenue officer, worked alongside the
jeweler for eight years when he built the business
the first time. “When I partnered with TSG, a new
team took over. In hindsight, that was a bad
move,” Bittar says. Fortunately, he was able to
pluck the duo from other roles and bring them into
business partnership.
“I learned the hard way that it gets complicated
when you start to scale,” he says. “Rie and
Naowna really cared about and understood the
business, and we are close. Naowna is like a sister
and sometimes we end up fighting each other
down the hill, but we respect each other.” Bittar
has so much confidence and trust in McCoy and
Simon that he can turn more of his attention
to the creative end, enabling them to manage
operations and finances.
And with his mind focused on design, he’s been
able to nurture the new collection of handbags
and combine his interest in leather goods with his
roots in jewelry. “We will lean further in on creating
unique bags which will be sculptural objets d’art,”
he says, showing off a photo of a new prototype.
Bittar finds peace and humility in the design
process. “The world is so crazy, and it’s so easy
to have a fear-based mindset, especially when
you look at things like what happened with Roe v.

Wade,” he says. “I came to work depressed about
it and then we designed this amazing bag. There is
something escapist about design; you can explore
fantasy, and design these beautiful objects during
those eight-hour days. By the time I left, I felt more
in control and had a better understanding about
what I can do for social change.”
At the end of the day, it’s about art. And art brings
joy. “Is it indulgent?” he asks. “Maybe. But design
is the ability to create something from nothing and
watch it come to fruition.”
And on the note, Bittar politely ends our visit, “I
have to design Fall 2023 now.”
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bling
out
your
everyday
WHILE IT’S NOT LIKELY, YOU MAY

ONE DAY NEED TO COVER A DOUBLE

DECKER BUS IN CRYSTALS. AND WHEN

THAT DAY COMES, SHEUNG MEI LIU

AND HER TEAM AT FORMART SHOULD
BE YOUR FIRST — AND LAST — CALL.

BY KAREN GIBERSON

PHOTGRAPHED BY CHAD ARNETT

A true visionary, Liu did in fact add a significant
amount of bling to a double decker bus in
2018. One of her largest commissions to date,
the project tapped five artists and 350,000
individual Swarovski crystals over the course of a
month to complete the design.
You could say it all started with an admiration
of 80s jewelry design icon Wendy Gell, who
was known for her elaborate, bold and colorful
creations. Gell’s influence led Lu to design a pair
of crystal earrings, the success of which led to
the creation of The Bellini Collection, a line of
crystal jewelry. But as the demand for big stones
dwindled, Liu moved her design efforts into
smaller, flat-back crystals. That was nearly 35 years
ago, and today — literally millions of crystals later
— Liu and her company FormArt are known as
the go-to experts when something needs to get
blinged. Like a bus. Or a basketball.
This level of bling has been a learning experience,
says Liu, who became frustrated when crystals

would pop off some of her early creations. Not one
to give up, she began to experiment and test new
application methods, ultimately developing a series of
proprietorial practices that led to enhanced durability
and longevity for her designs. “Every surface must be
carefully evaluated,” she explains. “Is the surface textured
or smooth? Flat or round? What is it made of? Depending
on the item, there is an exact science to picking the right
glues and order of application to attach the stones.”
Working exclusively with Swarovski crystals, Liu and her
team are a trusted partner of the brand and often cocreate products or work on official prototypes. Demand
for her work is high, and her proficiency renowned, so she
eventually shuttered The Bellini Collection to work fulltime on designs and embellishments for others.
The FormArt New York City-based team of artists each
glue between 2,000 and 3,000 individual crystals a
day. “Every piece we create is made by hand and to
excel, they must approach each piece like a work of art,”
she says. “Anyone I hire must have a background in art or
design, and perseverance, as It can take up to 3 years of
experience to be able to work independently.” Most of her
team of 20 has been with her for over 10 years and in the
course of a year, handle more crystals than anyone else
in the United States.
The FormArt office is an extraordinary “crystal museum”
filled with sparkling tubs of Vaseline, Moet & Chandon
Champagne bottles, fragrance bottles, skateboard
decks, NFL and NBA balls, and a life-sized wall trophy
shark. Each item is covered in an array of sparkling
colorful crystals.
FormArt has had their work featured in the windows of
Bergdorf Goodman, Bloomingdale’s, and the Museum
of Chinese History in New York. Products have been
done for all kinds of events including beauty pageants,
presidential inaugurations and celebrity parties. They
have developed new ways to bling a photograph to
life and have even embellished working trumpets and
saxophones. Even the stapler in her office has been
blinged by the FormArt team.
Whether it’s a gift item, an award, or a piece of art, if you
can imagine it, the FormArt team can bling it.
Why not see for yourself? Liu invites you to make an
appointment to meet them in person.
bellinibyformart.com
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In comedy, timing is everything. But for Saturday
Night Live’s legendary costume designer Tom
Broecker, time is no laughing matter. The designer
and his team are typically responsible for up
to 125 unique outfits per episode — times 21
episodes a season — and with just about 60 hours
to get each look (or character) from concept
development to camera ready, there is little doubt
that what this team accomplishes each week
from September through May is nothing short of
remarkable.
“The time element of my job is crazy. The last
minute changes, the details; putting together a
show in two and a half days. It’s thrilling — and
crazy,” he says. “Every minute of the day, I ask
myself, why am I doing this?”

TOM
BROECKER
having
the time
of his life
THE SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE

COSTUME DESIGNER MAY HAVE

THE MOST CHALLENGING JOB

IN THE FASHION BUSINESS
BY KAREN GIBERSON

The answer, quite frankly, is that he loves it. And
after nearly 30 years on the job, Broecker has
perfected a system; one that accommodates all
the late night fittings, inevitable changes, and
unique challenges that get thrown his way in the
hours leading up to each live taping of SNL.
Though his resume includes costuming for the
dramatic series House of Cards, the sitcom 30
Rock, and stage productions like Will Farrell’s
You’re Welcome America, SNL operates on a
different plane. Broecker and his team get the
sketches late Wednesday night and have until just
mid-day Saturday to source, purchase and prep.
Each week is a blank slate and his team must be
ready for anything.
One of his most challenging tasks was to outfit a
skit during the 2018 season finale featuring the
royal wedding of the Duke and Duchess of Sussex.
While he and his team needed to recreate the
wedding scene, the actual wedding ceremony
did not take place until the morning of the show
— which meant that the amount of time they had
to prepare was no more than a few hours. “We
bought some things in advance,” he says, “but
when I tuned in at 5:00 am to check out what
they were wearing, I knew we had to start from
scratch.” His team, along with eight seamstresses,
raced to design and recreate 12 costumes — hats,
trim, and jewelry included — by dress rehearsal at
6:00 pm.

A self-described minimalist, Broecker has learned
to let the script drive the costume. It’s not
about adding more to make a point, but about
meticulously selecting the right piece to make the
right statement. “My favorite moment is when an
actor says, ‘yes I see, this is the character.’”
Broecker, who recently did the costume designs
for the soon-to-be-released movie Bros, tried over
15 baseball caps on actor Luke Macfarlane before
he found one by Rhone that was just the right
fit. “What works on one actor, might not work for
another,” he explains. “It’s normal for me to go
through 25 pairs of optical frames to get the right
look.”
In his small amount of spare time, the designer
hunts for interesting items to add to his wardrobe
collection. His finds are kept in three 15x15 storage
lockers that he describes as “fashion lasagna.”
One is dedicated to contemporary fashion, one
to vintage items, and another holds a mix of art,
accessories, and key apparel items. His treasure
chest of accessories includes men’s suspenders
from the 1920s, cufflinks, socks, hats, a box of
cotton collars, four boxes of women’s 1960s jewelry,
over 200 ties, and a collection of crocodile
handbags — including a few from his mother and
grandmother.
“I always keep my eye out for incredible things
and when I find something I will buy it, even if I
don’t have an immediate purpose for it,” he says.
“I know I can always work it in somewhere. Visual
excitement is most important, I pick items for their
beauty or touch, not because of a brand name.”
His personal style, he says, is a uniform: J.Crew
button-down shirt, chinos, casual jacket, and
Stan Smith sneakers. “Mostly because at 5:30
am, I don’t want to be thinking about what I need
or want to wear,” he says. His signature look is
anchored by bold eyewear — at present, Jacques
Marie Mage — and a few cherished gifts from
friends: a YSL wallet, 1963 Rolex Oyster Perpetual
watch, and a Tiffany key chain. His most treasured
accessory is a set of tuxedo studs from the 1880s
that he wears for special occasions.
Broecker, who also produced the 2015

documentary Live From New York, says he loves
stretching his talents. “I am usually working on
multiple projects so the overlapping can be very
intense and my days can get pretty crazy,” he says.
“I wake up at 5:15 am and end the day at 10:30
pm. Sometimes there’s breakfast, sometimes
there’s lunch, but there’s always coffee — iced cold
brew.” From zoom meetings and budget talks to
fabric and thrift stores, Etsy and ebay, Broecker’s
days are full — but also rewarding.
A winner of two Costume Design Guild awards,
five EMMY’s, a Peabody, and four Producers
Guild awards, he is currently at work on an opera
— 150 costumes — that will debut in 2024 at
the Metropolitan Opera House in New York City.
Broecker once said that SNL is the best schooling
he’s ever had. “You have to think on your feet,” he
says. “It’s a live show, and we have the luxury of
making changes up until the very end. We have an
incredible team which allows us to pull it off (every
week). No where else in the world can something
like this happen.”
When someone asks how he makes his living,
Broecker is quick to respond: “I tell stories using
clothing.” And, a few carefully curated accessories
Ac
to complete the scene.

Larroudé x @barbiestyle
Dolly Mule in Pale Pink
Floral Patent Leather $290

Some days I’m the girl who orders the green salad
or gets full off a handful of almonds (jk, what?
Are those people ok?) and other days I’m the girl
ordering a bacon, egg, and cheese on a roll and
binging an entire series in one evening (Grey’s
Anatomy. Am I a doctor now? Short answer, yes.
Long answer, also yes.) That’s why different days
call for different shoes.
Saturday. It was an exhilarating and whimsical
day, thus calling for the only shoe that could
support such a moment, my Larroudé x Barbie
collaboration pink platforms. The 4.5 inch heel
brought my height to a towering 5’10 and a half.
I immediately adjusted my height and height
preferences on my dating profile accordingly
before heading out to the streets of Brooklyn to
(literally) look down on people.
I strutted down the street to Starbucks where I
ordered a Barbie Pink Frappuccino. I don’t always
drink my calories but when I do it’s 1,500 at once.
As I stood on the street corner sipping my drink
and watching the tiny ants, aka people not in a
tasteful platform, walk by me, I thought of the age
old quote “Come on, Barbie, let’s go party.” So I
clicked my heels together twice and by the magic
vested in the whimsy of Larroudé, my Barbie Jeep
appeared.
Ken was driving and yes, Ken and I did have a fling
last summer but I really don’t want to get into it.
Lol. As if. I love talking about it. Follow my twitter,
instagram, and tumblr for the juicy deets.

I’m
a
barbie
girl
in
a
barbie
world…

UNTIL
I’M
NOT
TURNS OUT GIRLS DON’T JUST WANT TO HAVE FUN.
THEY WANT FUN AND BACON, EGG, AND CHEESES.
BY SOPHIA STRAWSER

Daniella Shevel Maui $315

I hopped in and let
the Larroudé heels
continue making
their magic. Ken said
something funny, so I
laughed, but of course
without moving a
muscle in my face since
I’m 100% plastic. But
that’s ok because I think
it’s fantastic.

the flat slides with the woven leather straps
helped me to wake up looking like Elle Fanning or
whichever of the sisters is youngest. (For reference,
my morning look is usually a bit more reminiscent
of a frazzled subway rat.)

We head to dinner
where everyone who
passed our table
complimented my
shoes. At this point
my self esteem can’t
afford not to wear these
platforms. Maybe it’s
the fabulous comfort
soles, but I was still
feeling pretty in pink hours later. I couldn’t actually
eat dinner because my measurements are
humanly impossible for a woman so I sniffed my
entree and counted how many Barbie logos were
on my shoes: 72.

I heard a knock on the door. It was as if my
sandals said, we have a “guy for that,” so I swung
the door open and there he was: a dream come
true. Looking even more handsome than usual,
it was my guy, the Grubhub man. I whispered,
“What I want, you’ve got,” before I snatched the
bag holding a bacon, egg and cheese. The very
combo that in ten minutes time would fill voids I
didn’t even know I had. A similar feeling to wearing
a thick padded insole sandal that’s actually built
for all-day wear.

As my day came to an end, I kicked off my heels
and thought about how different my day would
have been had I reached for ordinary sneakers as
I had originally planned. I would have missed out
on the Come-on-Barbie energy of the Larroudé
x Barbie sky-high heels. And now that would not
have been fantastic.

A forever piece without the forever price
diamondveneer.com

Sunday. I woke up no longer Barbie, but in a
knows-how-to-eat-a-bacon-egg-and-cheese
kind of mood. The day called for balance, for
serenity, for comfort. Which is exactly why I opted
for my Maui Sandals by Daniella Shevel. I can
without question tell you that Daniella Shevel has
absolutely, 100% harvested clouds and made them
into shoes. The moment I slipped them on, they
made my dreams come true.
Like a magic wand attached to my feet, those
sandals filled my day with dreams realized.
I caught myself in the mirror and to my surprise,

I looked down to find I was wearing a designer
dress despite waking up in thrifted Old Navy. My
apartment suddenly had a dishwasher and I felt a
shift which I know was me being able to eat carbs
without gaining weight.

My eye caught a glimpse of the calendar. Above
everyday of the year it read “everyday is your
birthday.” I rushed to my room and dug up my
birth certificate. Date of Birth: Everyday. And to
top it off I was no longer turning 30 in the fall but
was frozen at 26 forever. I looked down at my
nappa leather sandals and smiled. No matter
what’s to come, Daniella Shevel Maui Sandals, you
make my dreams come true.
The sandals may have transformed my life, but
they are also pretty to look at (I’ve said the same
for most of the men I’ve dated. Key word: most).
A perfect mix of hot pink and orange, they are
just bright enough to make sure I’m the center of
attention no matter what room I’m in. Yet another
dream come true.
Tomorrow I plan to spend my time split between
the two pairs of shoes. My Daniella Shevel Maui
Sandal for the morning as I head to yoga, do
a bagel run, and turn 26 again, followed by an
evening of Barbie as I wear my Larroudé x Barbie
platforms from happy hour, to sniffing entrees, to
a cozy jazz bar. Come on Barbie, let’s make my
dreams come true.
Ac

shades
of
summer
THE NAME DIRTY HARRY IMMEDIATELY CONJURES UP AN IMAGE
OF CLINT EASTWOOD AS THE COOL, NO-NONSENSE COP IN THE

MOVIE OF THE SAME NAME SPORTING A PAIR OF RAY-BAN BALORAMA
SHADES. FIFTY YEARS ON, BALORAMA AND OTHER ICONIC LOOKS

FROM THE 60S, 70S AND 80S ARE AS POPULAR TODAY AS EVER

BEFORE. AC MAGAZINE TAKES A LOOK AT SOME OF THE HOTTEST
RETRO STYLES IN MEN’S SUNGLASSES THIS SUMMER.
BY GAVIN MANLEY

STATE OPTICAL, MILWAUKEE
Proudly manufactured in Chicago,
Illinois, State Optical’s frames are
meticulously handcrafted — a
process that takes hundreds of hours
and includes upwards of seventy-five
steps. The brand’s new Milwaukee
style is inspired by the famous
avenue in the company’s hometown.
Bold with distinctively oversized, retro
frames, the Milwaukee is constructed
with a sturdy 3-barrel hinge and
comes in three colorways.
$358

TED BAKER, VAACAY
Designer label Ted Baker made its name as a specialist in men’s shirting when it first
launched in 1988, and today it has grown into a full lifestyle brand. The company’s design
philosophy has always been guided by a focus on quality, attention to detail and a quirky
sense of humor. With its single-bridge, round keyhole frame shape, Vaacay is constructed
with 80% cellulose acetate and comes in both gray and tortoise shell (as shown).
$130

CARRERA, 274/S
Named after Carrera Panamericana — one of
the most dangerous open road racing events
in the world — Carrera has been the brand of
choice for adventurous spirits for almost 70
years. Today, the brand’s sporting heritage is
as strong as ever with a selection of styles that
are effortlessly sophisticated and decidedly
well-made. Carrera’s new collection for SS22
includes the 274/S, a distinctive style that
celebrates the brand’s innovative ski goggle
design from the 1970s. Frame colors include
Matte Black, Gold, Dark Ruthenium and
Havana Gold (as shown), and the 274/S can be
fitted with prescription lenses.
$175

CUTLER & GROSS, 1306

OPR EYEWEAR, THE SALVATORE SUN
The team at OPR Eyewear — a family-run company based on
Manhattan’s west side — spent three months with the finest artisans
in Italy learning how to make eyewear “the old way” according to a
recent interview with The Accessories Council. Authentically Italian, using
acetate from the region, the brand’s Salvatore Sun style recalls a vintage
aesthetic with its boxy frames and crystal-tortoise coloration. Additionally,
all of OPR’s product packaging is constructed from materials that can be
recycled or upcycled — reducing the company’s environmental impact.
$225

MARC JACOBS, ICON CAT EYE

Hailing from Knightsbridge in London, luxury eyewear brand
Cutler & Gross has been at the forefront of quintessentially
British style since the late 1960s. Made in Italy, the brand’s 1306
design is handcrafted using 9mm acetate and features a flat
bridge with rectangular-shaped frames that reinforce Cutler &
Gross’s vintage heritage. Available colors include Green Smoke,
Black, Dark Turtle and the inimitably named Granny Chic.
$460

BIG HORN, UDONO
The first aviator style sunglasses were designed in the 1930s to
protect the eyes of pilots in the U.S. Army Air Corps. Adopted by
the mainstream in the 1950s and the decades thereafter, the
most iconic image of aviators in popular culture is undoubtedly
still Tom Cruise as Maverick in the original Top Gun movie. Kevin
Ching — Big Horn’s founder and designer — took the classic
aviator as inspiration for his brand’s unisex style, Udono. With a
contemporary look, the Udono brings a more fashion-forward
interpretation of the original eyewear shape. Manufactured with
stainless steel and sustainable bio-acetate, Udono’s lenses come
with UV400 protection against the sun.
$220

Arguably the most unisex style
on this list, cat eye sunglasses
have become a firm favorite
for those seeking a unique
fashion-forward look. Like all
other shades that fall into this
category, the design of the Icon
Cat Eye by Marc Jacobs features
a flattering frame shape that
serves to accentuate the
prominence of the cheek bones.
The Icon Cat Eye’s signature
details include a photoengraved logo atop of the frame
as well as a mirror JJ logo trim
which together translates to a
modern interpretation of an
iconic 50s design.
$255

brand to watch
It’s not unusual to see a line of customers outside
the doors of Nina Berenato’s Austin, Texas
flagship store. The designer’s bracelet bar is a
TikTok sensation, after all, and fans often make
the pilgrimage to “get zapped” with one of her
permanently welded chains. Added bonus: the
Austin-based jewelry phenom can often be
spotted inside making her beautiful creations with
a mix of luxury metals and natural gemstones by
hand.
The designer’s story starts in 2011 when — after an
apprenticeship under Elizabeth Knight —Berenato
launched Cosmic, her first brand, in NYC. Over
the next four years, the collection grew in size
and importance, eventually finding its way into
over 200 doors throughout the US and Canada,
including Urban Outfitters, Free People, and
Uncommon Goods. When Berenato relocated to
Austin in 2015, she had a new idea in mind. Taking
a cue from the food truck industry, the savvy
designer created a one-of-a-kind mobile jewelry
store inside of a 1959 Airstream Bambi travel trailer.

meet
N I N A B E R E N AT O
AUSTIN HAS A NEW JEWELRY SENSATION

The trailer was a popular attraction wherever she
went, but after two years on the road, she was
finally able to realize a life-long goal: She opened
her first brick and mortar store.
Fast forward to 2019. Berenato captured the
imagination of a global audience when she was
commissioned to create ten custom face masks
for Beyonce’s Spirit and Black is King Visual
Music Video. Current fans include Lizzo, Chloe x
Halle, Billie Eilish, Alicia Keys, Janet Jackson, and
Angelina Jolie, to name a few.
AC Magazine, caught up with Berenato to learn
more about the brand and her plans:
What are your design inspirations — particularly
for the non-traditional pieces?
As a designer, I like to let my mind be free to
create and pivot in the moment, so I typically do
not sketch out anything beforehand. Instead, I
approach the soldering table with a concept and
inspiration and see what happens. This means

about 75% of my designs end up in the recycling
bin. Things fall apart or just don’t work all the time,
but when it does work, it’s magic! Although each
design has a very specific inspiration source, I
like the wearer to decide what it means to them.
There is a common thread that runs through each
collection, though, and a strong purpose behind it.
Time after time I have received startling feedback
from my customers sharing that my designs have
actually helped them approach life‘s challenges
more fearlessly. Some inspirations behind previous
collections include Greek mythology, women’s
quilting patterns, and tarot cards.
What are your plans for expansion? Physical
stores, pop-ups ahead?
As of right now we have a physical storefront
as well as a bracelet bar in Austin, and we have
bracelet bar pop-ups in Dallas and Houston. In
the next few months, we will be opening a second
store in Dallas that will include a permanent Dallas
Bracelet Bar, and we will continue to expand from
there.

Large Lock Earring $110
Vessel Face Piece $115
Triumph Earring $250

Any new categories coming for the brand?
We launched our Texas Women Vote campaign
at the end of May which is our first merchandise
campaign designed to help with the voting
initiative here in Texas. The collection includes
shirts, hats, water bottles, bags, and sticker sheets,
and 100% of the proceeds go to Jolt Action to
support their campaign initiatives.
Any new celebrity projects? How do those

projects/commissions inspire the rest of the
collection/designs?
We do not typically know ahead of time when
a celebrity will be wearing any of our pieces as
they are almost always pulled in advance by
stylists. Our visual merchandiser and showroom
manager Rachel pulls and mails jewelry requests
to stylists and then we keep an eye out to see
if they pop up on any famous faces. We do
incorporate the popularity of celebrity pieces
into upcoming collections. For example, the most
recent collection featured two different bold lip
cuff designs after the Angelina Jolie lip cuff took
off in the fall of 2021.
Your support for charity is impressive, is there
a cumulative donation number? To how many
charities?
In 2021, Nina Berenato donated $33,601 to 13
different organizations supporting women in Texas.
This was double the amount donated in 2020,
and so far in 2022 we have donated $8,694 to
charities based in Austin, Houston, and Dallas.
While we don’t have an exact number on hand,
the minimum amount donated from 2021 to date
has been $59,100.
What lies ahead?
We create and release two collections per
year, one in the Spring and one in the Fall.
You can expect to see 20 brand new styles,
plus a special mini drop for Cyber Monday
when the new collection is released for
Fall/Winter 2022.

Ac
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“No matter what people tell you, words
and ideas can change this world.”
ROBIN WILLIAMS, DEAD POETS SOCIETY

FARYL ROBIN MORSE IS TAKING ON TWO BOLD CHALLENGES:

EMPOWERING WOMEN AND TEACHING OLD SHOE DOGS NEW TRICKS.

The story of Faryl Robin Morse — and the rise of
her eponymous women’s footwear company —
is artfully curated through the brand’s website
and social media accounts. A scroll through the
company’s recent Instagram posts reveals a mix of
styles that are clearly modern, approachable and
on point. From motorcycle boots with chunky soles
to mules with block heels and strappy elegant
sandals, Faryl Robin is footwear designed for every
woman.

making hard choices for the long game and using
challenging times to add details and improve
product quality, rather than cutting corners to
make a profit,” she explains. That strategy has
been one of the keys to her success. And, she says,
none of it would be possible without the skill and
support of company president Jim Biolos and
their team of over 30 employees. “They are a
kind, brave group that operates with the utmost
dignity,” she adds.

In fact, what began 20 years ago at the kitchen
table in Morse’s small studio apartment has
prospered and grown into one of the largest
independent footwear companies in the world.
But no one gets from the kitchen table to the
executive suite without a lot of hard work, and in
so many ways, it is Morse’s unique perspective and
determination that has enabled her to establish
a corporate culture that strives to empower
women with every step she takes. And in an
industry that is not known for any of that, Morse’s
accomplishments truly are noteworthy.

Today, the Faryl Robin team is known as a
respected partner by both its customers and
factories. The company manufactures footwear
for some of the largest retailers in the world,
including Amazon and Target. In a competitive
field, they are thriving and delivering beautifully
designed, high-quality, well-priced footwear,
and most importantly, a strong commitment to
women’s empowerment, diversity, sustainability,
and philanthropy. Work smarter and harder seems
an appropriate motto.

“During those early years, I was operating in
survival and fear mode,” she says. “I had borrowed
$10,000 from my parents and was determined to
pay them back and maintain my independence.”
Morse, a graduate of the Fashion Institute of
Technology in New York City, also studied footwear
design at the esteemed Arsutoria School in
Milan, Italy. Knowing she wanted to leverage her
education in accessory design and marketing into
starting her own company, she spent the next 15
years learning the business from the ground up.
She swept factory floors in Italy and worked as a
buyer and a designer, eventually trying her hand
at sourcing, and merchandising before gathering
the nerve to launch her own private label footwear
business in 2002. She saw a hole in the market,
and never looked back.
“It hasn’t all been an easy ride, but I believe in

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT
Morse knows first-hand how difficult it is to achieve
a work/life balance. The single parent of two
— aged 18 and 19 — has long been a proponent of
flexible scheduling. Morse continues to encourage
her team to arrange their schedules in a way
that will accommodate their lives. As a hands-on
executive, Morse has spent much of her career
traveling to the company’s production facilities
overseas and is no stranger to red-eye flights to
get home to her kids.
Balance is not just something she encourages
for her team here in the U.S. She also strives to
provide the same balance for the workers in her
Chinese factories. Overseas, it is a cultural norm
for workers to leave their families for extended
periods to find work, but she knows firsthand how
difficult it can be to leave children behind. In
2018, she financed a daycare for factory workers

in Dong-Guan, China. The center, which was
the first of its kind, was a joint effort with
manufacturing partner Dongguan Maynalisa
Footwear Co. and provided childcare for
factory workers over the summer months while
school was not in session. The program offered
tutoring and other activities, as well as two
meals a day and daily transportation for the
children. “When you treat workers differently,
they appreciate it, and the results turn up in
their work,” she says, “it was one of my proudest
moments as a CEO.”
As one of their philanthropic partnerships closer
to home, The Faryl Robin team volunteers
with NYC based women immigrants. They do
team mentoring, provide business workshops
and educational sessions. “It’s a mutually
meaningful and invaluable experience for both
our team and the women in the program,” she
explains.
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
Early in the company’s history, Morse realized
there was a need in the market for wide width,
larger-sized and adaptive-styled footwear.
Most brands manufacture women’s shoes
in sizes 6-11 and because footwear is a skuintensive business, it is more expensive and less
profitable to make extended sizes. The market,
Morse found, for feminine styles in larger sizes
at an affordable price, was ready for someone
to step in and fill the gap. Many of those in
marginalized communities, including the
LGBTQIA+ population, were forced to shop in
the men’s department to find shoes to fit their
feet.
Morse drew on her knowledge of footwear
manufacturing and invested in lasts and
components that would allow her to expand
her size offerings. She encouraged her retailers
to offer the larger sizes. The bet paid off as
grateful consumers showered the team with
letters of thanks and rave reviews. In 2019,
Morse partnered with Zappos to launch “FARYL
by Faryl Robin,” a line of trend-right and
affordable shoes in sizes 5-16. Morse strongly
believes that all her customers “need to feel
valued and that everyone should have the

chance to feel pretty.”
SUSTAINABILITY
“Sustainability can mean a lot of different things,”
says Morse. “But what it means to us is that our
mission is to create the best possible world for
future generations by choosing to do the right
thing right now for the right reasons. That is
sustainable for us.”
The use of greener materials is just the beginning
for Faryl Robin. In the future, Morse envisions
digital transformation initiatives that will include
smarter, leaner systems — like 3D digitization
technology to lessen sample waste and offset
carbon output. To date, Faryl Robin shoes use
as many organic and recycled materials as
possible to mitigate synthetic and carbon output,
incorporating things like algae into the insoles
and outsoles of some of its shoe lines. While
these efforts don’t always lend themselves to a
greater profit margin, Faryl Robin Footwear does it
“because it’s the right thing to do,” says Morse.
WHAT’S AHEAD
Morse is excited for the future. A perpetual
student, she loves learning about new
technologies and ways to continue to add
sustainability & innovation into her company
profile. Both her private label and branded
businesses are growing and her immediate task
is: HIRE! Faryl Robin needs help in design, product
development, production, and an expanded
support team. (Feel free to apply HERE)
“I have shed my armor and I am using my voice
to make change,” says Morse, “and I am not
worried about the consequences.” Her regular
social media posts are provocative and thoughtprovoking. She is a fierce advocate for women and
will continue to be outspoken about equity and
fairness within the workplace and beyond.
“We started this company thinking differently
than others, and really remained loyal and true
to that mission,” she says. “This is very much
independently ours. The realization that this has
created our success is incredibly rewarding. The
future can look any way we want it to. I believe
that. If we build it, they will come.”
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previous two years. As that number grows, the
need for high quality images — a non-negotiable
part of doing business as a digital retailer— will
increase as well.

Straub
Collaborative
LOOKING FOR

BEAUTIFUL

PRODUCT

IMAGERY? STRAUB
COLLABORATIVE

HAS YOU COVERED

Selling product on the web or through social
media without investing in high-quality digital
content is much like baking a cake without adding
sugar. The right images go a long way toward
sweetening the sale.
David Straub, founder of the Straub Collaborative,
knows this firsthand. As a veteran commercial
photographer for over 30 years, Straub
understands the role images can play online
where stunning and accurate content produced
in a professional and timely manner can have a
big impact on item sell-through. From showcasing
unique product features to conveying size and
scale, exceptional photography and video are an
online story-telling tool. Great photography leads
to great sales.
The NPD’s Consumer Tracking Service reports
that as of March 2022, the online business in the
U.S. for apparel, accessories, and footwear had
hit approximately $120 billion, up 35% over the

When Straub opened the doors of the
Collaborative in Portland, OR in 1990, he was
just 23 years old and armed with a degree in
photography. The first digital camera had just
been introduced — a Dycam Model 1 — and the
dot com revolution was still nearly a decade away,
but he had a calling and a vision. Over the next 30
years, he methodically built the Collaborative into
the entity it is today: 130 employees with offices in
Portland, Boston, New York, and Hong Kong. The
Collaborative offers a full range of services,
including photography, video and CGI, along with
all pre- and post-production components,
including physical sample storage, talent search,
retouching, color-matching, and pre-print press
checks — all driven by an industry-leading digital
content production workflow system.
It’s clear the success of the Straub Collaborative
goes far beyond the company’s pursuit of
beautiful images. The team knows that attention
to detail and consistency in delivery is critical
to maintaining strong client relationships and
building the business. To that end, Straub
permanently employs his photographers (using a
list of proven freelancers for volume peaks) and
invests in state-of-the-art equipment. “We have
one client who has a 972-page style guide,” he
explains. “It’s important that we have a dedicated
team in place to understand the client’s distinct
needs.”
Though Straub oversees all aspects of the
Collaborative, he still enjoys photographing
products and has worked with countless brands
and manufacturers to capture exceptional shots.
A proactive executive and lifelong learner, Straub
is always looking for new ideas and innovations to

enhance his business model.
In January of 2020, Straub was in Hong Kong
when the pandemic was accelerating in the
region. Realizing it was only a matter of time
before it crossed the ocean, he returned home
and immediately set up Covid protocols for
his offices, even recording videos for staff. As
he juggled production schedules around the
pandemic waves, he and the team utilized their
centralized workflow system to shift projects from
office to office, ensuring that his team stayed
safe and his clients received content in a timely
manner. Because the pandemic also marked a
surge in online sales, he relied on best practices
to enable his team to meet the challenge. With
an intense focus on deadlines, a commitment to
beautiful images, and the infrastructure in place
to handle up to 50,000 samples at a time, the
Collaborative has built a reputation on quality,
high-volume and fast-turn content. And that
reputation has stayed consistently in place — both
pre- and post-pandemic.
No doubt, accessories, jewelry, and footwear
can be challenging items to photograph — often
requiring creative solutions to communicate size
and scale. But the team at Straub Collaborative
knows how to capture the right angles and set-up
pairings to put each item in perspective. With a
recent studio expansion in New York Straub is
focused on supporting current clients with new
types of content (Including Photogrammetry) and
welcoming new partners as ecommerce continues
to build as the dominant retail channel.
The proof is in the work you see at Straub
Collaborative Portfolio. And in his 30 year track
record of satisfied clients — his first client is still on
the books. Straub Collaborative invites all to reach
out, visit one of the company’s offices, or click
this link: explore@straubcollaborative.com for a
personalized consultation.
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I recently met Deena DeCeglie, founder of Lusso
Jewelry, for a cup of coffee in Brooklyn. There she
introduced me to Tucci, her adorable Frenchton
puppy. Now I don’t know if it was simply because
Tucci is a wee little pup, or because the dog and
I share the same hometown (hello, Lancaster,
PA!), but we bonded right away on that Brooklyn
sidewalk, both of us shining a little brighter under
the sparkling light of the pavé diamonds and gold
jewelry DeCeglie was wearing. Clad in a crisp white
button-down shirt and shorts, DeCeglie gave off
an energy that had me convinced she’d be both
the right person to ask which wine to serve with the
Atlantic char and which YouTube channel to follow
for DIY home improvement tips. (DeCeglie also has
a real estate license, so the shoe quite literally fits,
in this case.)
As we settled in at a small sidewalk table at Lilla,
a well-known Italian staple here in Williamsburg,
Tucci attempted to make friends with everyone
who walked by while DeCeglie and I chatted and
got to know each other.
Lusso, which means luxury in Italian, is both name
and description. A gifted designer, DeCeglie is
known for crafting exquisite one-of-a-kind pieces.
Often spotted zipping around town on her white
Vespa, DeCeglie is sophisticated, committed to
hard work, and determined to succeed. Drawing
on her industry experience — she spent her
formative years training in the Cayman Islands
and working with some of the biggest names in
luxury jewelry, including Michael C. Fina, John
Hardy and London Jewelers — as well as her
life experience as a born and bred New Yorker
and a resident as well as frequent visitor of Italy,
she skillfully sets the tone and direction for the
company she founded in 2018.
As we sipped our coffees — hers iced, mine hot —
DeCeglie confessed that her primary goal from
the outset was to never let a customer walk away
dissatisfied. “I pride myself on giving my clients the

entire experience, for each and
every client, is both educational
and accessible, a luxury treatment
from start to finish. Clients range
from the soon-to-be-engaged to
women indulging in a little self-love.
And it’s clear from her enthusiasm
and passion that DeCeglie is fully
invested in each and every design. “I
love the fact that I get to be a part
of the memorable milestones in my
clients’ lives,” she told me. “Whether
it is an expression of love of oneself
or a commitment or expression of
love to another, it makes me feel so
privileged be a part of those special
moments in a small, yet impactful
way.”
same experience as they would find at any luxury
boutique,” she said. “From our white glove service,
to the experience and education of our staff, to
the luxury materials and craftsmanship used to
finish each piece, we hold nothing back.”
To that end, she said it is important for every client
to have a complete understanding of design
options, materials, and stones. She is dedicated to
each and every bespoke piece and cares about
her clients and the pieces she creates for — and
with — them. Whether designing an engagement
ring, an anniversary necklace, or an everyday
go-to adornment, she strives to keep the wearer’s
lifestyle top-of-mind. What stone will be tough
enough for someone who works with their hands?
Which design will be stylish enough for this fashion
forward individual? Which finished piece will be the
one they fall madly in love with?
There’s no middle man at Lusso Jewelry. And no
mass produced items. Everything is made right
here in New York City with DeCeglie supervising
every step in the process. DeCeglie works
with local craftsmen on each piece and holds
meetings in the company’s midtown office. The

Lusso Jewelry Rings Custom

DeCeglie extends her guidance through
recommendations for stone selection, metals,
shape — and she always explains the why behind
her suggestions. There is no impersonal “add to
cart” on her menu. And since she leaves the final
decisions up to each client, they are empowered
to truthfully say, “I custom designed this piece for
you” when the gifting is complete.
Unlike other companies who claim to customize
their products based on a short online quiz,
Lusso Jewelry is start-to-finish a personalized
experience. DeCeglie is never more than a phone
call, FaceTime — or quick Vespa ride — away.
Whether calming a nervous fiancé, educating on
the 4 Cs, or walking a client through the ring sizing
process, DeCeglie is hands-on for each and every
interaction.
As our lovely chat came to an end, I bid a fond
farewell to Tucci and the talented designer
before me. As they walked away, fading into the
crowded Brooklyn streets, my mind was already
dreaming of my own custom piece from Lusso
Jewelry and whether or not I could feasibly handle
maneuvering a Vespa around NYC.
Ac
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GAY “SUGAR” ISBER DESIGNS

from
everything nice
to
sugar & spice
As soon as Gay “Sugar” Isber popped onto my
computer screen via Zoom, I knew our interview
would be a fun, engaging experience. Sugar was
covered in paint splatters as she took a break
from painting art to chat with me and give me a
tour of her unique weekend home.
Just outside of Austin, her Little Star Ranch is filled
with items “sprinkled with sugar.” Almost
everything on her ranch she created or was
sourced for being hand crafted. Sugar told me
about her plans to open a new storefront this
summer. She also shared a few highlights of her
home’s eclectic interior which is rentable on
Airbnb.
Sugar flipped her computer so I could experience
the 8-foot chandelier she was sitting under.
It’s hung over a 9-foot dining room table (that she

painted, of course.) She created it to wow
her two young grandchildren. Gay centered a
rebuilt, large vintage AB crystal 10-arm chandelier
into a small forest of painted tree branches. She
added 100s of icicles made with vintage
crystals. She tucked tiny colorful birds in the
branches, used color-changing light chandelier
bulbs and strands of tiny fairy lights so it certainly
is impressive. Sugar loves making custom
lighting fixtures. Her Austin clients love them and
others seek her out.

editorial and have been featured in TV
shows, movies, on red carpets and runways, and in
leading fashion magazines.
Sugar has literally written a book (or two) on
jewelry-making — Making Wow Jewelry and
Amazing Resin and Epoxy Clay Jewelry. Both are
available anywhere books are sold. She holds two
master’s degrees and teaches jewelry design at
Austin Community College.
Though business slowed during the pandemic, the
designer is optimistic about the future and
busy gearing up for big things ahead. She was
recently awarded a grant from Tory Burch’s Nest
Foundation. She was accepted into the coveted
NEST x BNP PARIBAS Business Strategy series.
As she busily expands her business, you can buy
her creations wholesale on JuniperMarket.com
under Gay Isber Designs or contact her directly.
See her creativity on Instagram @SugarGayIsber.

Sugar’s jewelry decorates every room. When I
admired one, she brought it closer so I could get
a better look. It was a grapefruit-sized chunk of
real turquoise her son bought in Afghanistan,
while in the navy. She “Sugared” it with aqua
Swarovski crystals and gold leaf and hung it on a
giant, vintage, gold chain. Her rooms are an
incredible showcase of her diverse talent and
varied skills. As we “toured” and talked, I was sorry
I couldn’t immediately transport myself to
examine it all in person.
I first met Sugar at a networking cocktail party
hosted by the Accessories Council. There, she
wore a statement-making hot pink, giant teardrop
crystal pendant decorated with a mix of
smaller crystals. Nearly everyone at the event tried
on the necklace. It was the hit of the party,
a true conversation starter necklace.
Sugar makes all of her jewelry and has a story for
every piece. She aims to make everything
from US-sourced materials and new old stock
components. She expertly incorporates crystals,
gems, minerals, and lots of fossils into her work.
While many of her pieces are one-of-a-kind,
she can scale her production. She once created
9,000 units of her design in just 6 weeks (with a
small crew) for a Fortune 500 company.
Sugar was born a creative. She’s designed for
Pottery Barn, Tiffany and Co., Proctor and Gamble,
and Martha Stewart to name drop a few. Almost
20 years ago, she accidentally started her
jewelry business. She made bracelets to match a
series of her large, colorful paintings featured

Pink Green Watermelon
Earrings $90
Opposite
Cicada Collar Necklace $320

in a Toronto art show. The bracelets, only intended
to be a conversation starter, were a big hit.
That inspired her to focus more of her artistic
energy on making jewelry.
She once caught the attention of the jewelry buyer
at Bergdorf Goodman when she walked in
wearing a necklace with an embellished fossilized
shark tooth pendant. That led to a series of
designs that helped establish her unique point of
view.
Sugar’s jewelry has been licensed to national
brands, sold on shopping channels, sold in major
department stores, museum gift shops, small
boutiques, and global luxury retailers. Her designs
have been worn by an impressive list of people
including Michelle Obama, Lady Gaga, and
Martha Stewart. Her bold creations are perfect for

This summer, she’ll set up shop at the Painted Tree
Boutique in San Antonio. It’ll feature Sugar’s
lighting, artworks, painted furniture, mobiles, and
of course, her jewelry. Everything she makes.
Sugar calls her Summer 2022 collection American
Jubilee. It celebrates the US, as it’s created
with 100% sustainable and USA-made
components. Some pieces are gold plated
in Rhode Island. It’s an eclectic mix of brass
pressings, minerals, pearls, gems, resin, crystals,
and her favorite, cotton pearls. Prices start at $30
and up. A few of her award-winning pieces will also
be showcased.
Over the last 20 years, Sugar has amassed a
collection of over a million new old stock beads,
thousands of Swarovski crystals and cotton pearls,
plus miles of vintage chains. Her entire
Austin home is about jewelry.
As our Zoom call came to an end, I couldn’t help
but feel we might all benefit from a little more
Sugar in our lives. From the way she curates
creativity to her inventive approach to materials,
Sugar has much to offer the world — and the world
would be wise to take note.
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sustainability
THE ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, AND JEWELRY INDUSTRIES HAVE MADE

SOME IMPRESSIVE STRIDES IN SUSTAINABILITY. WE ARE IN AWE OF THE

START-UP BRANDS THAT HAVE EMBRACED ECO-FRIENDLY PRACTICES

FROM DAY ONE AND EQUALLY PROUD OF OUR LARGER/EXISTING

COMPANIES THAT HAVE PIVOTED TO INCORPORATE EARTH-FRIENDLY
PRACTICES THROUGH INNOVATIONS IN MATERIALS, PACKAGING,
AND PRODUCTION.

WE VIEW SUSTAINABILITY AS A JOURNEY. WE ARE ALL LEARNING ABOUT
OPPORTUNITIES IN REAL-TIME AS TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES. THESE

RAPID CHANGES ARE ALLOWING FOR NEW OPTIONS IN RAW MATERIALS
AND NEW WAYS TO STREAMLINE PRODUCTION. AND CHANGE DOES
NOT HAVE TO BE BIG TO BE IMPACTFUL — SMALL ADJUSTMENTS ADD

UP TO MAKE A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE. WE ALSO RECOGNIZE THAT
SOMETIMES A RETURN TO HANDMADE ITEMS AND AN OFFERING OF

LUXURY AND PREMIUM MATERIALS WILL BUILD PRODUCT TO LAST A
LIFETIME. AFTER ALL, HIGH-QUALITY AND EXCEPTIONALLY-CRAFTED

PIECES ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE PASSED FROM ONE GENERATION TO
THE NEXT AND LESS LIKELY TO END UP IN LANDFILLS.

MOVING FORWARD, AC MAGAZINE WILL HIGHLIGHT STORIES THAT
INSPIRE US IN EACH ISSUE. WE HOPE TO SPARK YOUR IMAGINATION

AND CONNECT YOU WITH NEW SUPPLIERS, AND WE ENCOURAGE
YOU TO SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH US.

HILOS:
bringing
3D tech
to
sustainable
footwear

Hilos co-founders Gaia Giladi and Elias Stahl
launched their innovative brand in 2020 to
change the way the world manufactures footwear.
Giladi and Stahl note that 24 billion shoes are
made each year and one of every five pairs ends
up in a landfill. In a move to offset that significant
waste, the Hilos commitment is to use 3D printing
to make shoes on-demand only after a customer
orders and take back at end-of-life for completely
disassembly and recycling. The process uses 99%
less water than traditional production and a
unique digital mesh footbed cushion, making for a
comfortable shoe that can be worn for years.
AC Magazine asked the duo to tell us more:
WHERE DID THE NAME HILOS COME FROM?
The name HILOS represents the highs and lows of
life that your high and low heels take you through.
ARE ALL SHOES MADE IN THE USA?
Yes, everything is made on our own production
floor here in Portland, OR.
ARE THEY ONLY AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM
WEBSITE OR ARE YOU IN RETAILER STORES?
Right now, they are available on our website and
at select pop-ups we’ll be holding throughout the
summer. Follow along on Instagram or sign up for
our email list to know where and when!
ARE THEY HEAVY?
3D printing allows us to replace the normally
heavy, layered construction of most footwear with
a flexible and light performance material that can
be recycled. You feel the difference the moment

you step into a pair. As we continue to push our
technology, these shoes have gotten lighter, more
flexible, and more springy with every generation.
SINCE YOUR LAUNCH IN 2020, HOW HAVE YOU
BEEN REACHING CUSTOMERS AND TELLING
YOUR STORY?
We’re very focused on education, which is
so important in sustainability because most
customers don’t know how shoes are made
today or that there is such a staggering level of
overproduction and waste. We promote this story
across everything we do — at our events and in
all our outreach. In fact, we just released a case
study from Yale that is the first environmental
evaluation of 3D-printed shoes.
The most powerful thing to see is when customers
and other brands make our story their own.
We realize that to truly have an impact on
the industry we need to share our technology
with other brands and enable them to adopt
on-demand production, and/or launch brand
collaborations as a means to fulfill part of that
journey.
HOW MANY PAIRS HAVE BEEN MADE SINCE
LAUNCH?
More than has ever been 3D-printed before!
BEST SELLERS?
Aurora, our slingback mule, and Brandi, our
brand new clog. But we expect Stevie, a two-strap
sandal and our latest launch, to be this summer’s
hit style.
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SOLIOS:
introduces
the
Solar
Curve

Fifty years ago, Roger Riehl invented the first
solar power watch. The $500 retail creation was
a clunky space-age metal design with a digital
side screen. Thankfully, technology has evolved
dramatically and is now being perfected by
SOLIOS, the first certified B Corp watch brand
designing stylish timepieces that look good and do
good along the way.
SOLIOS, a Canadian-based company founded
by college friends Samuel Leroux and Alexandre
Desabrais, launched in 2018 through Kickstarter.
The prototype, an elegant solar-powered design,
hit its funding goal in just under 30 minutes.
SOLIOS watches tuck the solar mechanism invisibly
under the dial. Two hours of sunlight will power
the watch for six months, saving the need for
approximatively 20 disposable batteries over the
lifetime of the timepiece.
The Curve, the team’s latest model, has
considered sustainability in every component
of the watch. The team works with a douzaine
supplier to develop components to assemble the
watch, assuring that each factory produces in a
sustainable and socially responsible manner.
The Curve features a case made of certified
recycled steel and has an infinity-shaped scratch
resistant sapphire crystal. For the first time in
solar watches, the case was curved to be more
ergonomic. As for the strap, Solios has chosen a
silicone-based vegan material free of PU/PVC with
a natural cork as the inlay material. The crown and
the date window were moved to 4h instead of 3h
to add comfort and aesthetic.
Giving back is also important to the SOLIOS team,
which has contributed $30,000 to The Rainforest
Trust since they launched their program less than
2 years ago. They offer a watch recycling program
and support the Make A Wish Foundation.
SOLIOS retails from $280-$330 in an assortment
of styles and colors. The collection is available
on solioswatches.com.
Ac

BALLO
SUN:
a good
deed
When a friend lost a pair of expensive eyewear
to a day of surfing, Alistair Barnes decided to try
his hand at making sunglasses that would float.
After some amount of trial and error, the young
entrepreneur settled on sustainable, float-worthy
cork for his hand-crafted sunglass frames. “Not
only does cork float,” he says, “but it is also one
of the lightest, strongest, and most sustainable
materials available.”
Ballo, the South African company he created in
2013 to make and market his unique eyewear, is
a story spun from a problem-solving mentality.
Floating sunglasses won’t sink to the bottom of
the ocean. A commitment to sustainability ensures
that recycled and up-cycled materials — like cork,
wood, and fabric offcuts — stay out of landfills.
And, perhaps most importantly, hand-crafted
production keeps jobs in the local community,
one that traditionally suffers from a high level of
unemployment. Ac Magazine recently caught up
with Barnes to learn more about the who, what,
where and why of this young brand:
WHERE DID THE NAME BALLO COME FROM?
My last name is Barnes and my mother’s maiden
name is Gallo, so I put them together and got
Ballo. I subsequently found out from my Italianspeaking mother that Ballo translates to “I dance”
in Italian, which is great, because dancing is one of
my favorite things!

WHERE ARE YOUR PRODUCTS MADE?
All our products are handmade in Cape
Town, South Africa by our team of 5 people.
In South Africa, there is an extremely
high level of unemployment. This leads to
poverty, homelessness, and crime. Making a
pair of Ballo sunglasses demands a unique
combination of 23 hand-crafted processes. So the
more sunglasses we make, the more people we
can employ and empower.
DO YOU USE OTHER MATERIALS?
Since Ballo opened, we have only used recycled
and up-cycled materials in our frames. Wood
offcuts, recycled paper, and fabric offcuts, for
example. The new range is made of bio-resin, endof-roll canvas and cork that are offcuts from wine
bottle cork production. We use old machines to
manufacture and we finish each pair with highquality lenses.
ARE YOUR CASES ALSO SUSTAINABLE?
Yes, Ballo sunwear comes in a microfiber pouch
(GRS certified recycled plastic) and a triangular
box (FSC certified recycled cardboard).
WHAT IS THE COMPANY’S PHILANTHROPIC
MISSION?
I created this company to do more good than
harm with an umbrella goal to give back to
the community. Ballo spreads good vibes by
partnering with and supporting causes we believe
in by donating 1% across the categories of the
environment, gender equality, and education.
WHERE CAN I BUY A PAIR OF BALLO GLASSES?
You can currently buy our products on www.ballo.
co.za (prices displayed online include carbon
neutral shipping; import to the US is tax free, due
to a trade agreement between the U.S. and South
Africa). The glasses range in price from $108 to
$138.
WHAT’S AHEAD FOR THE BRAND?
We are planning a relaunch into the U.S. market
and considering suitable retail partners. We
have somewhat limited production, so I try to be
selective with retailers, as we want to ensure that
the product and brand story is well told with every
sale. We are hoping for growth (the slow, organic,
healthy kind) so that we can create more jobs here
in South Africa, where our biggest social challenge
is unemployment. More handmade sunglass sales
Ac
= more jobs.

That the woke generation regard animal-based
fashion accessories as materia non grata is hardly
newsworthy. It has been several years since brands
like Chanel dropped exotic furs and skins, and
the fanfare of celebrity endorsements and social
media memes has hardly died down. So why then
are some of the world’s most powerful fashion
brands, including Louis Vuitton and Hermès, now
deciding to double down on reptile leather? Why
are they risking another public flogging by animal
rights activists?

The curious tale of
r e p t i l e l e a t h e r ’s
S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
JOURNEY
BEFORE CHOOSING A MATERIAL FOR SUSTAINABILITY, IT’S IMPORTANT TO TAKE A CLOSER
LOOK. THE CHOICES ARE NOT ALWAYS AS CLEAR AS THEY ARE LABELED
BY DR. MATTHEW H. SHIRLEY

A recent article in a leading fashion magazine
attempted to address this intriguing phenomenon.
According to the article, the decision boiled down
to enduring legacy sales; traditional old school
shoppers with deep pockets and classical tastes.
Reptile skins still matter financially, and they
matter enough for companies to invest millions
of dollars in long term projects. But does this
rationale really stack-up? Is the author’s somewhat
simplistic interpretation aligned with a fast-paced
world driven by supposedly informed consumers
and CEOs seeking to be ethically enlightened?
Sustainability has become an increasingly
important issue in the luxury fashion industry.
The development of novel materials is leading to
growing competition for market share, and debate
around social and environmental credentials
has become one of the major battlegrounds for
consumer choices. The Higg Material Sustainability
Index (Higg MSI) was developed by the Sustainable
Apparel Coalition specifically to help resolve
the sustainability conundrum. It is a leading tool
designed to standardize key supply chain metrics
and enable objective decision-making based on
scientific evidence. In a nutshell, it uses life-cycle
analyses to examine the impacts of raw material
production across a range of category impacts,
from climate change to water scarcity.

Reptile leather is a relative newcomer to Higg’s
MSI library of raw materials, and it scores well
(see chart below). The positive results came as a
surprise to many, including those like Chanel who
had dropped reptile leather supposedly on the
very basis of sustainability. This awkward irony
highlights a cautionary tale: making the right
choices for planetary health is a complex and
sometimes counterintuitive process. Could this be
the reason why some brands are now doubling
down on reptile leather?
While the quest for greater sustainability is an
urgent one, the science behind it needs to be
improved. Climate change, natural resource
utilization, and social equity are just some of
the real-world issues that fall under the ambit of
sustainable fashion. Trying to weigh up the tradeoffs between durability vs biodegradability, or
greenhouse gas emissions vs food security, is not
always easy. It involves a complex matrix of many
disciplines and geographies. The case of reptile
leather is a perfect example.
One of the key debates Higg MSI has helped
resolve is that of natural products vs synthetic
alternatives. Proponents for natural leather, for
example, have long argued that synthetics are
heavily processed and based on fossil fuels,
while those against point towards the harmful
environmental impacts of the leather tanning
process. Higg’s MSI now allows us to make wellinformed decisions based on verifiable scientific
data. The chart at the top of the following page

Using Higg MSI
criteria, materials
with lower scores, like
reptile leather, are more
sustainable materials
with low negative
environmental impacts.
Source: Higg MSI

illustrates the sustainability scores of some
common materials, and how these compare to
reptile leather — note that the lower the score, the
more sustainable the material.
Based on Higg’s analyses, synthetic pineapplebased leather is the most sustainable material.
This makes some sense, because pineapple
leather is based on up-cycling the waste toppings
of a much-loved plant crop that itself has
relatively little impact, unlike cow production. But
does the Higg MSI capture the full story? Higg’s
analyses have been criticized by some for not
capturing what it truly means to be sustainable.
For example, the analyses do not consider
regional development issues, broader biodiversity
conservation and environmental benefits, or
other metrics related to the 17 United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals. If they were
included, how would this alter the outputs?
Like the Sustainable Apparel Coalition, other
organizations dissatisfied with the intersection
between sustainable natural resource use,
environmental impacts, and animal ethics in
the global discourse are also turning to science
to inform the path forward. The Southeast
Asian Reptile Conservation Alliance (SARCA),
a membership based organization focused on
improving sustainability within the reptile leather
trade, is one such organization. SARCA has
been working with conservation NGOs, fashion
brands, other commercial stakeholders, and
government departments since 2018 to capture
the scientific evidence that underpins the essence
of sustainability within the reptile leather trade.
In contrast to the environment-focused Higgtype analysis, SARCA adopts a more holistic
approach based on character sketches of all
supply chain functions. While not an easy task, it
may more realistically capture the critical nuance
needed to reach the end goal of planetary
health. Using the SARCA approach, we can assess

these materials not only on their environmental
impacts, but including categories such as: “impacts
on marginalized communities in biodiverse
landscapes”; “risks associated with infectious
diseases”; or “reliance on harmful industrial
monocultures”. As the table and chart (middle and
bottom of opposite page) illustrate, the outcomes
may well be very different. Through this lens,
suddenly pineapple-based leather has dropped
in the list because it is an intensive monoculture
grown on what used to be biodiverse ecosystems,
while reptile leather has risen to the top because it is
sourced from common, indigenous species that are
sustainably harvested from diverse ecosystems by
marginalized communities.
Many high-end, luxury fashion labels that are
concerned with the holistic impact they are
having, not only on the environment but on the
people integral to their material supplies, have
been actively involved in the development of
SARCA. They have supported the creation of a
comprehensive body of field-based research and
are enthusiastic allies for long-term conservation
and development efforts within supply chains in
Southeast Asia.
Some may say that this is a classic case of
greenwashing, and the notorious history of
environmental exploitation suggests they may well
have a plausible case. But does this argument stack
up? Does it align with image-sensitive brands and a
scrutinized industry driven by supposedly informed
consumers and increasingly enlightened CEOs?
Or could a drive to achieve responsible business
practices and proven sustainability credentials be a
more likely explanation? One thing for sure is that
the world’s most powerful luxury brands don’t act
on ideological whims. Bank balances like theirs are
built on robust evidence and legendary horizon
scanning. Recognizing and reinforcing the critical
link between environmental sustainability and social
justice will be increasingly important to holistic
Ac
positive impacts for planetary health.

A back of the envelope assessment of materials used by the fashion industry following the holistic SARCA approach,
and how they stack up against a broader range of environmental and social sustainability goals. Cells highlighted
in orange represent the undesired condition, and these are the basis for each material score.

Using SARCA criteria,
materials with lower
scores, like reptile
leather, are more
sustainable materials
with low negative
environmental and
social impacts.
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Anastasia 27 Hoop
Earrings 1” $199
Grace 52 Diamond White
6.5tcw Ring $199
Anastasia 58 5ct Cocktail
Ring $199
Opposite
Grace 40 Earrings $299

AC MAGAZINE PROMOTION

ANNA ZUCKERMAN ALWAYS LOVED

every
woman
deserves
to

S PA R K L E

WATCHING THE WAY CELEBRITIES AND

EUROPEAN ROYALS WORE THEIR FINEST GEMS
ON THE RED CARPET. WHAT SHE DIDN’T LOVE
WAS THE FACT THAT SO MUCH GLITTER AND
GOLD WAS UNATTAINABLE FOR THE REST

OF US. DETERMINED TO CHANGE THAT, SHE
SET HER MIND TO DESIGNING A JEWELRY

COLLECTION THAT LOOKED LIKE A MILLION
BUCKS BUT WAS, IN FACT, AFFORDABLY
PRICED BECAUSE “WE ALL DESERVE TO
SPARKLE EVERY DAY,” SHE SAYS.

The Anna Zuckerman Luxury collection debuted
in November 2020. With an average retail price
point of $200, it is one of the fastest growing
jewelry brands and has been picked up by over
500 retailers in six countries. Carrie Underwood,
Cardi B., and Megan Thee Stallion (to name a
few) are among the Hollywood stars who have
incorporated pieces from the collection into their
wardrobes. Whether stacked or mixed in with fine
jewelry or worn alone, items from the collection
are versatile enough to pair with anything and
everything — from jeans to ball gowns.

Victoria 54 Ring in Argyle
Pink $199
Arabella 01 Ring
Anastasia 67 Bangle Bracelet;
Silver, Rose Gold, Gold $199
Elizabeth 39 Diamond White
Earrings $199

Zuckerman’s passion for jewelry began at an
early age. She grew up working in her family’s
jewelry business surrounded by beautiful high-end
pieces made from precious metals and the finest
gemstones. She had an eye and talent for design
and began creating her own styles as a young
teenager.
One of her first independent designs was a bold
pendant, created for Marky Mark and the Funky
Bunch. It was prominently featured in their hit
Good Vibrations video. By the time she celebrated
her 20th birthday, she had her own small jewelry
store in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, which specialized in
custom designs and one-of-a-kind pieces.
Over the years, as the designer saw a decline in
requests for bespoke designs, she dreamed of
creating a new category: A brand with the look of
luxury jewelry, but at price points that could be
incorporated into everyday lifestyles and budgets.
She was committed to maintaining a high-quality
look and feel for each piece, designing it the same
way she would design fine, but manufactured in
.925 sterling silver to meet an affordable retail
price point.
Disillusioned by the harmful environmental and
social impacts of diamond mining, Zuckerman
also researched state-of-the-art man-made
stones to replace traditional fine gems in her
designs. She collaborated in the development
of Diamond Coated Crystalline, a new finishing
technique that truly gives lab-created jewels the
same intricate beauty of diamonds, while ensuring
they remain both high in quality and affordability.
She worked with the labs to grow and custom-cut
her simulated diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and
sapphires with results so authentic, that to the

untrained eye, they mix seamlessly with real stones.
Among her future plans, Zuckerman is looking
forward to expanding her wholesale distribution
by working with a select group of carefully chosen
retail stores and online boutiques.
Check out the beautiful collection at www.
annazuckerman.com, and in her flagship store in
Boca Raton, FL., While “every woman deserves to
sparkle,” has always been her simple mantra, it is
quickly becoming the driving force behind
the brand.
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CELEBRATING
40 YEARS
of pattern and color
by women, for women
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MUST HAVE TRENDS FOR SUMMER 2022

BY JESSICA RICHARDS

Coeur de Lion Necklace Y &
Oval Freshwater Pearls with
O-ring bicolor $275

m ix i n g

M E TA L S
THIS SEASON, COMBINATIONS OF SILVER AND GOLD GIVE A FRESH POINT
OF VIEW TO METALS AS THE MIX ADDS DIMENSION IN BOTH STYLING AND

INDIVIDUAL SILHOUETTES. THROUGHOUT 2020 AND 2021, METAL-DRIVEN

NECKLACE STACKS WERE MOSTLY BOLDLY GROUNDED IN GOLD. ADDING LEVITY
TO THESE IS SILVER, TOSSED INTO THE MIX TO BRING AN EDGE OF CASUAL

REFINEMENT TO EVERYDAY JEWELRY WARDROBING. METALS ALONE OR WITH
AN EXTRA LAYERING OF STONE, SILVER AND GOLD COMBINATIONS ARE THE
FRESHEST TAKE ON WHAT TO WEAR NOW.

Faci.Me “Infinite Attachment”
Infinity Smile Bar Necklace
$375
Anna Beck Hammered
Station Necklace - Gold $295
Ana Carolina Valencia
Gardenia Love 3G
Maxiearrings $254
Karl Lagerfeld Paris 7.25in
Heart Chain Toggle Flex $42
Stephen Dweck Citrine and
Botswana Agate Earring
$3,965
Gabriel & Co 14k WhiteYellow Gold Twisted Rope
and Diamond Multi Row
Ring $2,850
Sahira Jewelry Design Jenna
Link Necklace Two Tone $92
Elliot Young Jewelry “Liquid
Metal” Sterling Silver with
14k Gold Narrow Hammered
Band with Seven Diamonds
$848
Opposite
Chris Ploof Designs Arcturus
Meteorite with 18k Yellow
Gold Price By Request

Opposite
Coeur de Lion Brilliant
Square Earrings Gold Crystal $109
Sahira Jewelry Design Helen
Cuff - Two Tone $68
Monica Rich Kosann Slim
“Brie” Two-Tone Locket
Necklace $125
Anna Beck Hammered
Double Band Ring - Gold &
Silver $180
Coeur de Lion Bracelet Y &
Oval Freshwater Pearls with
O-ring bicolor $125
Misahara Calming Eyes
$4,400
Chris Ploof Designs Parth 18k
$2,365
Arzu Koch The Link Ring No.
21 $2,480
this page
MYKA Tricolor Interlocking
Rings Necklace $65
MYKA Love Discs Necklace
in Silver $80
CLP Jewelry Mixed Metal
Bangle $188
Misahara Compassionate
Eye $3,850

A RETURN TO
OFFICES, TO

SCHOOLS, TO

TRAVEL, AND TO

COMMUTER LIFE

the
BACK
PA C K
is
BACK

BRINGS WITH IT THE
MOST SENSIBLE OF
BAG SILHOUETTES.
THE BACKPACK IS,
WELL, BACK; AND
GIVING A SENSE
OF ORDER AND

CARRYABILITY AS WE
MANAGE TO MOVE

ABOUT IN OUR NEW
NORMAL. WHETHER

THAT MEANS A FULL
COMEBACK TO A

REGULAR SCHEDULE
OUTSIDE OF THE

HOME OR A MORE

HYBRID APPROACH,
THE BACKPACK
REPRESENTS

OUR NEED TO

GET OUT THERE.

CONSIDERING IT’S

MOST LIKELY BEEN
YEARS SINCE THE
LAST TIME THAT

WE PURCHASED

ONE, ACROSS THE
BOARD FROM

CASUAL NYLON

STYLING TO MORE
SOPHISTICATED
LEATHERS AND

FINE MATERIALS,

THIS BAG WILL BE
A TOP PICK FOR
CONSUMERS’
NEEDS.

Ryka Epic Trek Backpack $95
Opposite
MCM Retro M Studs Stark Backpack
in Visetos $1,160
Patricia Nash Jacini Backpack $199
Ryka Venture Backpack Tote $85

Ariel Taub Liv Earrings $90
Opposite
Sahira Jewelry Design
Dominique Statement
Earrings $75

shoulder-duster
COMBINING SOME OF THE BIGGEST CROSS-CATEGORY TRENDS OF

THE SEASON — MAXIMALIST SILHOUETTES, SPARKLE, AND WESTERN

INSPIRATION — THE FRINGE CHANDELIER EARRING GIVES AN UPDATE
TO THE SHOULDER-DUSTER TREND THAT HAS BEEN TRIED-AND-TRUE

THROUGHOUT OUR ZOOM-FOCUSED STYLING. NAVIGATING THE WORLD
WITH LESS MASKS AND RESTRICTIONS, HAIRSTYLING TRENDS CALL FOR
US TO PULL IT BACK AND MAKE EYE CONTACT WITH THE WORLD ONCE
AGAIN; BUT, NOT WITHOUT THE RIGHT ACCESSORIZING. THIS EARRING

PERFECTLY COMPLEMENTS A PONYTAIL OR CASUAL BUN TO GIVE A BIT
OF SHINE TO THE SEASON’S HIGH-LOW DRESSING MOMENT.

Jill Jacobson
Stevie 4
Hoop Fringe
Earring $175

Anne Klein
Linear
Chain Tassel
Earrings $28

Gabriel & Co
14k Yellow
Gold Bujukan
Tassel Drop
Earrings $925

Ariel Taub Liv
Earrings $90

Misahara
Plima Lily
Drop Earrings
$1,450

Jih.Ha
Cascade
Earrings large $4,200

Sevun Ruby
Pink Sapphire
Earrings
$8,145

Zales
Diamond
Accent
Chandelier
Drop Earrings
in Sterling
Silver and
18k Gold Plate
$249

Nalebe Aurum 100 mm Mule $750

goNUDE
MEET DESIGNER AMINA MEANS OF NALEBE FOOTWEAR
BY JESSICA RICHARDS

something I wanted to take further.
I started to spend a lot of time in Milan. I went to
factories, worked with artisans, saw the details
and made sure I understood the technical
specifications of shoe design before saying, “You
know what? I’m just going to take a leap and start
this business.”
The name Nalebe comes from three of my names
which were given to me by my grandmother and
great grandmother. They both instilled in me so
much knowledge about fashion and what the
women in my lineage are known for. My collection
is inspired by aspects of my Nigerian heritage.

Amina Means, designer of Nalebe footwear, built
her debut collection in 2018 on the pillars of style
and comfort after an injury left her unable to wear
most high heels. While she’s successfully created
a line that marries decorated sophistication with
thoughtful design and careful comfort details,
Means is always keen to identify the needs of
the market and to design into those concepts.
This season, she’s debuting a collection of her
best-selling Aureum pumps in an extended nudes
palette; a critical response to consumer and
retailer demand. She tells Jessica Richards more
below about her path, her innovation, and what to
expect next as she continues to evolve, but always
stay true to her roots.
ON HER JOURNEY TO BECOMING A DESIGNER
Heels were integral to my childhood. Growing up
I did modeling, I was so confident in heels; they
made me less shy and introverted. When I sprained
my ankle in an accident and wasn’t able to wear
them anymore, it was so hard for me. I decided
there had to be an option for heels that would not
sacrifice comfort. I realized that honestly, most of
the shoes we have today are made by men who
don’t understand the pain points in wearing them.
I asked myself if this was a passing interest or

For example, look at the heel of the Aureum. Back
in the day, we used to have what we called “the
talking drum.” When there were no microphones
or phones, the way we knew when it was time
to go to the market, to go to work, or time for
harvest, was by the beating of the drum. It was
like a connection point. I wanted to bring that
same culture into my designs. These heels are
conversation starters. We went through about
twelve iterations before we got to this heel. I really
wanted the shape to stay like a jewel, but also
to feel like the drum. It stays true to the DNA of
the brand. Many of our clients tell me they are
stopped and asked, “where did you get your shoes
from? I love that heel!” And that’s what it is; if you
look at the story of the heel, it’s the connection
point. The drummer hits the talking drum, and
everyone comes out. You wear the jeweled heel,
and everyone asks about it.
ON INTRODUCING AN EXTENDED NUDE PALETTE
TO HER COLLECTION
I wanted to offer women comfortable heels that
also made them feel powerful and confident.
When I want to buy shoes, I never see the right
shade of nude to match my skin tone. And I think
it is the same for our clients. Whenever I design,
it really comes from a place of need, and this is
a perfect example. That is what Nalebe is about:
Identifying what is that need, what is that gap in

the market right now that women want but cannot
find?
I wanted to do a nude shoe, but not just pick one
“nude” and ask everyone to buy that same shade.
I wanted to match all skin tones. Women want
to wear what they are comfortable in, but more
importantly, they want to be heard. They want
to feel like “that matches my skin tone, that was
made with me in mind.” And that’s the passion
behind that collection. I’m very passionate when
I talk about that line because I feel like every
woman wants to feel included regardless of skin
tone. They want to be heard, to feel like someone
was thinking about them when they created
something.
We have every shade, from Cappuccino to
Caramel to Chestnut to Chocolate, all the way
down the spectrum. It’s one of the collections I’m
most proud of. When I created this line, it wasn’t
about the money for me. I didn’t care if I lost so
much money trying to make the jeweled heel
in the perfect brown (to match the shoe). I just
wanted to do something that would make women
say, “That’s my skin tone; she was thinking about
me when she made that.” So that’s really what that
collection and those shades are about; inclusivity,
and for us to say “we hear you, and we’re here for
you.”
ON WHAT’S IMPORTANT
Women want to feel appreciated. They are very
loyal by nature, so if we feel like someone hears us,
or is receptive or empathetic to our needs, we will
gravitate towards them. So I think that’s what a lot
of women are seeking in design right now; not just
the style, but also standing for a cause, standing
for what is right.
A big part of our brand ethics is sustainability.
That’s why we do made-to-order, so that we
don’t have excess waste laying in our factories.
We use a lot of recycled materials; all of our shoe
boxes, our tissue are recycled cardboard and
paper. We just got our REACH certification. Satin
is one of our favorite materials and we don’t use
overly processed satins. When we work with softer
materials, we’re very delicate to make sure we’re
honoring that material. We don’t just want to throw
mesh in, throw napa leather in, throw everything
in and see what sticks. When you see the shoe
and look at the detail you know if that material

was actually respected. I know when I talk about
shoes sometimes it sounds like I’m talking about a
human being because to me it is — it has a life of
its own! And so it is important to show it respect.
It’s not just about designing something pretty, it is
the entire process that has to be considered.
ON WHAT’S NEXT
For me, it’s all about balancing creativity with
consistency, and putting in those timeless details.
It can be the hardest thing to do. You want to be
creative, to offer a fresh perspective, but you must
stay true to what your customer loves and stay true
to your brand DNA. Infusing trend focused details
and colors is important, but we need to offer you
options.
Women need more options for flats. That’s a gap.
What I’m doing now is keeping an eye on what’s
out there and what people are buying. Styles
should be versatile.
For Spring 2023, there’s going to be a reemergence of a lot of the designs that are loved
(from our collection). The Aureum is coming back
in so many new ways. We’re also launching an
exclusive wedding collection in Bloomingdale’s.
We’re just always listening to what the needs are,
what people are asking for. There’s definitely new
designs in the works, but we will always stay true to
Nalebe. It’s a very exciting time for us.
Ac
Nalebe Stellar in
Silver $740

Calista - Rust $92
Julie Rose Horses Hair
Barrette $36
Mary Frances Open Mic
Crossbody Guitar Handbag
$315
Biltmore Vintage Couture
Evita - Belly $115
Callista Crafts Fringe
Pochette in Rose Smooth
Leather $278
Opposite
Alterre Ny White Boot +
Oakley Strap $510

WITH A RENEWED
SENSE OF

WANDERLUST AT

AN ALL-TIME HIGH
— BUT PERHAPS A

SENSE OF DOMESTIC

ADVENTURE AND THE

EXPLORATION OF OUR

OWN “BACKYARDS” AN
ENTICING ITINERARY —
TRENDS GO WESTERN
STARTING IN THE

PRE-FALL MONTHS.

NATIONAL PARKS HIT
RECORD NUMBERS

OF VISITORS IN 2021,
RE-INVIGORATING

THE PIONEER SPIRIT
AND LOVE OF THE

GREAT OUTDOORS:
COMBINED WITH

THE POPULARITY OF
HIT NEO-WESTERN
CONTENT, THIS
IS A MOMENT

DUALLY INSPIRED

BY YELLOWSTONE
(THE PARK) AND

YELLOWSTONE (THE

SHOW). CONSIDER

BEAUTIFUL BLANKET
WRAPS, FELT HATS,
LARIAT AND BOLO
CHAINS, AND OF

COURSE, COWBOY
BOOTS IN THE TOP

SILHOUETTES THAT
WILL WORK FROM

THE TOP OF SUMMER
THROUGH THE FALL

AND WINTER SEASONS.

go
WEST

Jada Loveless Josephine
Minaudières $5,450
Calin NYC Margot Starter
Kit $250
Jada Loveless Kiss Lock
Clutch $5,450
Opposite
R. Riveter Naomi $98

a SOFT touch
WITH STYLING ELEMENTS OF COMFORT
REACHING EVERY CATEGORY, IT’S

NO SURPRISE THAT THE SUPER SOFT

SHAPES AND SUPPLE MATERIALS OF THE
SEASON’S CARRYABLE CLUTCH FEEL

SO COZY. ALMOST AS IF INSPIRED BY

PILLOWS, THESE EXTRA-ROOMY BAGS
FIT SNUG TUCKED UNDER AN ARM

OR WITH A STRAP TO BE SLUNG OVER
A SHOULDER; PLIABLE TO SQUEEZE

AND FIT ANYWHERE, BUT WITH LOADS
OF SPACE TO CARRY ALL THAT YOU

NEED FROM NIGHT TO DAY. THEY ARE

PERFECTLY PAIRED BACK TO SUMMER’S
CASUAL READY-TO-WEAR VIBE, WITH

THE VERSATILITY TO FEEL EFFORTLESSLY
CHIC THROUGH FALL.
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materials
TEXTURE + TACTILITY
TERRY TOWELING
RUBBER
EVA, PVC + PLASTIC
FEATHERS, TINSEL, + ELEVATED
DECORATION
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concepts
SHE’S SO UNUSUAL — CELEBRATING
INCREDIBLY BOLD, PERSONAL DRESSING
WITH A SENSE OF ECLECTICISM AND
ECCENTRICITY
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW — MERGING
VINTAGE INSPIRATION WITH FUTURISTIC
AND FORWARD-EXPLORING ENDEAVORS
HERE + THERE — A RETURN TO
WANDERLUST WITH A GLOBAL APPROACH
TO ACCESSORIZING, SOUVENIRS OF WHERE
YOU’VE BEEN AND WHERE TO GO NEXT

spring
FORECAST
A CHECKLIST OF THE TOP TRENDS, COLORS, AND CONCEPTS LOOKING

sing
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AHEAD TO SPRING 2023; USE THIS GUIDE AS YOU SHOP THE SHOWS

AND BUILD YOUR COLLECTIONS FOR NEXT SEASON!

BY JESSICA RICHARDS

AC MAGAZINE PROMOTION

JOOR:
bringing
buyers
and sellers
to the
virtual table
When JOOR was founded in 2010, no one could
have imagined how important it would be to have
a sophisticated wholesale ecosystem that could
seamlessly connect buyers and beautiful product.
Twelve years later, JOOR is a global company
representing over 13,400 brands and 380,000
retailers. It has become a critical tool in the buying
process for a who’s who of the world’s top retailers,
including Neiman Marcus, Harrods, Revolve,
FarFetch and Shopbop. Over 75% of the world’s
luxury brands use JOOR, including LVMH, Kering,
Richemont, and Capri Holdings.
JOOR covers every detail of the buying process
with online appointment scheduling, line sheets,
the ability to place and manage orders, and an
app that allows buyers to take the platform on
the road, facilitating a truly hybrid approach
to wholesale. The company is very attuned to
the needs of the wholesaler and retailer, and
consistently makes investments in technology to
streamline the process, saving time and money
across the board along the way.
Luc Boitel, vice president of brand and retail sales
Americas, says the “secret sauce” is the JOOR
team of over 200 — all of whom are dedicated to

supporting the relationship between brands and
retailers. They have a careful onboarding process
which quickly helps buyers and sellers learn to
navigate the site and immediately implement its
features and benefits. JOOR is headquartered
in New York with 12 strategically located offices
in Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Paris, London, Milan,
Madrid, Berlin, Melbourne, Seoul, Sydney, Tokyo,
and Shanghai. The team is always on hand to
support 24/7.
During the pandemic, JOOR immediately
jumped into action, helping brands improve
their presentations, adding video, moving and
3d images to their capabilities. In her new role
at JOOR, Lisa Kazor is dedicated to enabling
brands to optimize their business and create
unique assortments with their buyers. As a career
merchant, Kazor knows how precious a buyer’s
time is, and explained, “JOOR is a conduit to the
hybrid reality of physical and virtual appointments,
and the pre-market options allow heightened
collaboration between brands and retailers
increasing efficiency in the edit process.”

Bring your business to the next level with
JOOR’s singular intuitive platform
Drive your wholesale growth with virtual selling 24/7,
advanced analytics, and exceptional customer service

Men’s Quartz
Watch

Leather
Handbag

Delivery Window
1/15/2023 - 3/15/2023

Delivery Window
1/15/2023 - 3/15/2023

Wholesale $ 275.00

Wholesale $ 320.00

Sugg. Retail $ 465.00

Sugg. Retail $ 580.00

As needs have changed, the company has offered
new solutions. JOOR has new analytical options
that allow users to easily identify best sellers, hot
categories and trends in real time. In the near
future they’re excited to add new search options,
very similar to a retail website that allows buyers
to filter by category such as sustainability across
different brands.
Boitel and Kazor are excited about the future.
JOOR is expanding rapidly in Asia, and expanding
into new product categories including home and
travel. Kazor told us, “There is a big opportunity
for accessories, footwear and jewelry, which are
currently about 30% of the sales on the platform.
Retailers are asking for more jewelry and watches
and as we take a different approach to presenting
each category, we are ready to showcase those
products. The launch of JOOR Passport in 2020
offered the buyer a companion at trade shows,
with a curated brand list, and simple navigation. It
has been used at more than 65 global events.
If you haven’t checked out JOOR lately, sign up for
a personalized tour of the site!
Ac

To learn more about JOOR’s digital wholesale solution and request
a free consultation, please visit JOOR.com

spring 2022
event recap

EVENTS, CONFERENCES AND TRADE SHOWS ARE BACK AND THE AC
TEAM IS SO HAPPY TO BE RECONNECTING WITH OLD FRIENDS AND

MEETING NEW ONES. HERE’S A PEEK AT WHAT WE’VE BEEN UP TO FOR
THE PAST FEW MONTHS!

events

biofabricate
summit
The 7th annual Biofabricate Summit was
held at New Lab in Brooklyn June 7-8,
after a two-year hiatus. The conference
was a showcase for bio-innovation and
was anchored by an impressive list of
speakers who are re-imagining a world
using biologically-generated materials.
The event, a showcase for 30 exhibitors,
highlighted a range of innovative
components, including lab-grown
leather and building materials made
from mushrooms. Two key introductions:
Mycelium, a leather made from fungus,
and Spiber, a brewed protein that can
be used in knits.

Baum Essex proudly congratulates
all the 2022 ACE Honorees and wishes the legendary
Betsey Johnson the happiest of birthdays!
Biofabricate had a mind-blowing
array of sustainable materials,
many perfect for the accessory,
handbag and footwear industry

http://www.baum-essex.com

Parlay for the Ocean, a lead sponsor of
the event, stressed the immediate need
to end the destruction of the oceans by
avoiding plastics, intercepting plastic
waste, and redesigning the materials
we use. The group partners with best-inclass brands, including Adidas, Christian
Dior, and American Express to foster
the use of bio-engineered materials in
practical and well-designed ways.
The event attracted 60 companies,
brands, and investors from across the
globe, with over $2.2 billion raised to
fund the innovators.

Ac

events

The event was designed to showcase the
company’s stunning collection of designer
bags, which were displayed in every style, color,
and make imaginable. From quilted Chanel in
bubblegum pink to Louis Vuitton in classic black,
there was something for everyone in the mix —
even coveted Hermès Birkin bags in a rainbow of
color choices, including white, orange, and green.
A DJ provided the soundtrack and dancers, also in
white lab coats (an homage to the top-tier service

the company provides), moved among the crowd
and the displays.
The showroom’s main room opened into a pastel
pink work of art. Caviar hors d’oeuvres made the
rounds as some of New York’s top content creators
and celebrities, including Brooke Shields, grabbed
pictures in front of shelves lined with Prada,
Chanel, and Louis Vuitton. And although the
showroom was filled with partygoers, it was easy
to see just how lovely the space is — one that is
clearly designed to cater to buyers and sellers.
A key attraction was The New York Edit, an onlineonly collaboration with Christie’s which ran from
May 26 to June 9. The glass-encased display
showcased a range of unique styles and the most
watched piece of the night: the Hermès Himalaya
Niloticus Crocodile Kelly 25, a bag some say is
the most desired handbag in existence with an
estimated value somewhere in the neighborhood
of $200,000.

fashionphile
brings
a
luxury
vibe
to
chelsea

Fashionphile, the first ultra-luxury re-commerce
brand of its kind, opened the doors to its
expansive Chelsea showroom for a launch party
on May 26th, 2022. The Ac team, influencers,
celebrities, and other attendees were greeted
by servers in white lab coats carrying trays of
drinks as they maneuvered their way down a long
hallway with stunning views of Chelsea to the left
and a wall of fashion sketch art to the right. It was
clear from the start that luxury was the theme, with
every detail of the event a nod to the creative and
service-focused mind of founder and president
Sarah Davis.
The opening of the company’s Chelsea Showroom
— home to its collection of luxury handbags — has
been a long time in the making. What began as an
idea in 1999 became an idea with clear potential
in 2006 with the hiring of CEO Ben Hemminger
who, along with Davis, helped create and
establish Fashionphile as the world’s top re-seller
of pre-owned luxury goods and the exclusive recommerce partner of Neiman Marcus.

The seemingly endless rows of pristine handbags
make Fashionphile a must-shop stop for
consumers looking to invest in luxury bags, as
well as for sellers hoping to cash in on styles
they no longer need. Fashionphile is committed
to offering full buy-outs on nearly every item,
rapid authentication, and immediate payment
processing. All of which makes for a more sellerfriendly experience than typical consignments.
It’s clear that Fashionphile is working to make
luxury’s second life just as fabulous as its first life.
Geoffroy van Raemdonck, CEO of Neiman Marcus
Group, sums it up best: “Fashionphile’s hyper-focus
on curating high-quality supply and providing a
best-in-class shopping experience makes it the
ideal partner.”
Much in the same way the right luxury
handbag will become your ideal partner for
years to come.

Ac
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On a beautiful day in May, the Accessories
Council team attended a brunch in honor
of the new Pnina Tornai One collection, a
collaboration with Jared. Greeted by the
sounds of a cellist and surrounded by stunning
views, the setting was the ideal backdrop
to showcase what proved to be a stunning
display of lab grown diamond rings.

PNINA TORNAI
X
JA R E D

Known as the fairy godmother of brides,
Tornai is a leading designer of couture
wedding and special occasion dresses.
Instantly recognizable from 19 seasons on
Say Yes to the Dress, the designer shared
stories during brunch from her 30-year
career, including the provenance of her
collaboration with Jared. Her first collection
with the renowned jeweler — an assortment of
natural diamond jewelry launched during the
pandemic — was a smash success, which led
to this new venture into lab-grown diamonds.
Named to celebrate the union of one love,
the Pnina Tornai One collection features
the same optical, chemical, and physical
properties of naturally mined diamonds. A
primary advantage: Lab created diamonds
are conflict free, and can be produced in a
matter of weeks, unlike natural diamonds
which take billions of years to form in the
earth.
Jared gives each diamond in the collection
a “special cut,” adding additional facets to
maximize brilliance and sparkle. The rings are
set in 14k gold and feature elaborately set
stones in emerald, round, and oval cuts.

PNINA TORNAI’S NEWEST COLLECTION, EXCLUSIVELY FOR JARED, IS

MORE BRILLIANT THAN EVER, DESIGNED WITH HUMAN-MADE MAGIC

Retail prices range from $1,499 to $18,999
and up. There is more value in lab grown
diamonds, which often give customers access
to larger stones of same quality for less money
than mined diamonds.
The collection hit display cases at select Jared
locations on May 25.
Ac

Guests enjoyed a lovely brunch while
previewing Pnina’s stunning jewelry

DIVE INTO

events

Jennifer Coppel/Tura,
Victor Glemaud, Karen
Giberson/Ac Magazine

VICTOR

The Future of Style 2022

GLEMAUD
X
TURA

The Future of Style 2022
is now available. Dive into
the hot topics driving
marketplace trends.
Go here to experience
this refreshing content.

Contact your NPD
account representative or
email contactnpd@npd.com.

March 31-April 3: The highly anticipated
collaboration between acclaimed designer,
Victor Glemaud and Tura was officially unveiled
at Vision Expo East. The collection is meticulously
designed to meet the specific fit needs of 40%
of the population. Trademarked as Forever Fit,
the combination of fit considerations address a
rounder face shape with nasal flare to avoid sinus
pressure, deep nose pads to prevent slippage, and
careful temple placement, all adding up to a more
comfortable and natural fit. The team worked
with black and brown fit models and spent nearly
two years perfecting each of the 12 optical and six
sunglass styles.
The modern collection pays exceptional attention
to detail by marrying Tura’s stellar quality with
Glemaud’s savvy sense of color and style. The 38
color options were all selected to complement rich
skin tones. The result is a glamorous and flattering
mix of silhouettes, each with a little something
extra, such as crystal detailing or unique inlays.
The debut frames range in price from $225-$300.
Contact Tura for more information.
**Victor Glemaud will receive an Accessories
Council ACE Award on Monday, August 1.

Ac

GLEMAUD X TURA DEBUTS AT VISION EAST EXPO

The creation of new
glamour has arrived.
Introducing a designer
eyewear collaboration
featuring a tailored fit
made for people of color.
Purposeful style at its finest!

LOOKBOOK
TURA.COM

events

the
perfect
pairing
ACE AWARD WINNER

MICAELA ERLANGER AND

WILLIAM “MAC” OSBORNE

CELEBRATED THEIR

WEDDING IN STYLE

The weekend of March 31, 2022 kicked off a
multi-day celebration for the marriage of Micaela
Erlanger and William “Mac” Osborne. Erlanger,
a 2018 Accessories Council ACE Award winner,
author and celebrated stylist planned jawdropping looks for each of the weekend’s events
leading to what we can confidently say was the
most well-accessorized wedding of all time.
The celebrity stylist, known and loved for creating
the perfect red-carpet moment, recently
expanded her services to include bridal styling
and we can certainly see why: Most of the dresses,
suits, and accessories worn by Erlanger, her groom
and the bridal party were custom-designed for the
occasion. Here’s a breakdown of the weekend’s
top fashion moments:
Thursday: Erlanger paired vintage Versace —
yes, that Versace, the one which inspired J.Lo’s
infamous Grammys dress — with Aquazzura
green heels, Fred Leighton earrings, and Cutler
and Gross sunglasses. “I’ve long loved Aquazzura

and think they have one of the best and most
comfortable collections of special occasion shoes,”
she told us. “I wore their heels the entire weekend,
curating the selection to really complement each
look and I think it worked out perfectly!” Her clutch
that evening was custom made from the Bella
Rosa Collection.
Friday: A pool day for the bridal party and
Erlanger made her mark in Miu Miu Ivory Cat Eye
sunglasses, a frayed edge straw hat from Sarah
Bray Bermuda, and an Olympia Le-Tan Miami Bay
book clutch. She paired it all swimmingly with a
linen set made by Miguelina.
Later that evening, guests headed to a Meetand-Mingle where Erlanger wore a custom hair
accessory — a thin strand of diamond flowers —
created in tandem with Jennifer Behr. Her Fred
Leighton earrings and De Beers Forevermark
diamond tennis bracelet sparkled as she clutched
her Bella Rosa Collection bag (which she just so
happened to have designed herself). She worked

with Versace to restore a very special dress from
the spring 1996 collection originally worn by Kate
Moss and featured in the brand campaign shot by
Richard Avedon and later worn by Shalom Harlow.
Saturday: Erlanger’s rehearsal dinner and welcome
party ensembles once again featured colorful
and statement-making Aquazzura heels. Her
Limoncello Acquazurra footwear for the rehearsal
dinner added a pop of color to her look which
included a Dolce and Gabbana bag. Dolce and
Gabbana graciously created a custom organza
and lace gown for the occasion.
For the welcome party, she paired a sunshinecolored Bella Rosa Collection clutch with an
endearing vintage Christian Dior Haute Couture
white and yellow daisy dress. The look was
perfectly tied together by a pair of Acquazurra
strappy and jeweled heels, also in yellow.
Wedding Day: The bespoke accessory event
didn’t stop with the bride and groom. The entire

Left to Right
Aquazzura Limoncello
Sandal 105 $995
De Beers Forevermark Classic
Diamond Line Bracelet
$24,550
Bella Rosa Collection Clutch
Custom
Aquazzura Tequila Plexi
Sandal 105 $1,350
Cutler and Gross 1330 Cat
Eye Sunglasses $460
Bella Rosa Collection Gold
Brick Custom
Aquazzura Tequila Crystal
Suede Stiletto Sandals $1,350
Bella Rosa Collection
Limoncello Yellow Satin with
Gold Hardware Bella Clutch
$1,450
Aquazzura Olie Crystal
Sandal 105 $1,125

GROW YOUR
BUSINESS

Bella Rosa Collection Sage Green Satin with gold
hardware Bella Clutch $1,450
Miu Miu Ivory Cat Eye Sunglasses $495
Sarah Bray Bermuda Camellia Sun Hat $150
Olympia Le-Tan Miami Bay Book Clutch $1,176

Explore tens of thousands of gift,
décor, lifestyle, and apparel brands
across our Atlanta and Las Vegas
Campuses. Enjoy special member
perks with the Accessories Council.
IMCenters.com/AC

Atlanta Market offers the nation’s largest
gift product mix, complemented by
a broad selection of apparel, fashion
accessories, home décor, tabletop and
more — all in one convenient location.

Summer Market 2022
July 12 – 18, 2022
Winter Market 2023
January 10 – 16, 2023

I saw a very natural parallel opportunity to bring
my experience and expertise to the world of
weddings.” Additionally, Erlanger enjoys consulting
with brands — across all categories of accessories
and apparel — on their creative, and has even
designed a few capsule collections (as noted here).
On her wedding day, Erlanger wore a custom
Prada gown followed by two additional custom
looks from Prada. Mac wore two custom Prada
tuxedos. All which Micaela designed with the
Prada team over the course of three years. The
gown included green floral embroidery with a lily
of the valley motif. She added a hair comb and
earrings by Fred Leighton (something borrowed).
Her custom-made De Beers Forevermark diamond
eternity band (something new) was created as part
of her new collaboration, Forevermark x Micaela,
and was carried down the aisle on a miniature
pillow from Doloris Petunia. According to the bride
and bridal stylist herself, wedding rings are the
number one accessory she recommends investing
in. “You wear it for the rest of your life, so you
better love it,” she said. Her look was completed by
an Olympia Le-Tan bespoke bag with the setting
of the ceremony embroidered onto it.

Atlanta Apparel is host to 5 yearly tradeshows in Atlanta and 2
yearly tradeshows in Las Vegas to wholesale buyers, exhibitors,
and industry professionals. Visit us in both destinations and see
why we’re the fashion experience where business gets done.

August Atlanta Apparel
August 2 – 6, 2022
October Atlanta Apparel
October 11 – 15, 2022

Las Vegas Apparel
August 7 – 9, 2022

@apparelmarkets

@AmericasMartATL

Summer Market 2022
July 24 – 28, 2022
Winter Las Vegas Market 2023
January 29 – February 2, 2023
@lasvegasmarket

The premier online marketplace for gift,
décor and lifestyle. Source leading and
emerging brands year-round with Net 60
payment terms. Learn more by visiting
JuniperMarket.com
@junipermkt

VOW Bridal & Formal is host to 2 yearly Markets in Atlanta and
1 yearly Market in Las Vegas. World of Prom & Social Occasion is
host to 1 major market in August in Atlanta. All Markets are open
to wholesale buyers, exhibitors, and industry professionals.

VOW Bridal &
Formal Atlanta
August 1 – 6, 2022

World of Prom
& Social Occasion
August 1 – 6, 2022

@formalmarkets

VOW Bridal
& Formal Las Vegas
August 15 – 17, 2022

bridal party, including Oscar winner Lupita
Nyong’O, walked down the aisle in custom shoes
from Margaux and gowns by Markarian. And
yes, another perfectly understated Bella Rosa
Collection clutch took center stage, this time a
gift from the bride to her bridesmaids in bridal
party-matching sage green. The bridesmaids
also wore another gift from the bride: De Beers
Forevermark earrings from their Icon Collection.
As for the groomsmen, they were gifted with a
barbiere set from Acqua di Parma and customized
monogrammed handkerchiefs from Tie Bar.
“I believe that walking down the aisle is the closest
thing to walking down the red carpet, both of
which require a tremendous amount of planning
and preparation,” Erlanger relayed. “I realized
several years ago that stylists didn’t yet exist or
specialize in bridal like they do in Hollywood and

Later that night guests were serenaded by surprise
performances from Deborah Lippman and
Micaela’s long time client Oscar and Grammy
winning artist, Common. For her first dance,
Micaela changed into her second Prada couture
gown. A strapless pleated gown covered in
feathers and crystals and Mac switched into a
dinner jacket. Longtime friend, client and Oscar
winning composer, Justin Paul, performed a
rendition of City of Stars from the LALA Land
soundtrack while guests watched the bride and
groom dance. Afterwards Micaela changed
into a finale party look — this time a two-piece
couture crystal fringe skirt and bustier top specially
designed by Prada. Perfect for celebrating and
dancing the night away.
Congratulations, Micaela and Mac on a stunning
wedding. Make sure to shop Micaela’s designs
for your upcoming nuptials in her Forevermark x
Micaela collaboration.
Ac
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We deliver
BIG things,
*on demand

THE ACCESSORIES
COUNCIL
NETWORKS

PHILLY
STYLE!
Art and Fashion collided in Philadelphia when
Accessories Council members met at fellow
member, John Wind’s stunning new office. The
event celebrated the launch of John Wind x Leila
Carter, an artist-inspired limited edition collection
of stunning silk scarves, handbags, and jewelry.
Wind, the South Philly-based designer opened the
doors of his recently renovated historic building
which houses his jewelry design company, the Dina
Wind Art Foundation, and offers a stunning event
space, including an outdoor patio.

John Wind x Leila
Cartier Bags $188
John Wind x Leila
Cartier Teardrop
Earrings $108

Guests sipped on a signature Mule cocktail
prepared by the Accessories Council’s event
manager Emily MacLeod. All in all, it was a great
opportunity to catch-up with colleagues and meet
new friends. Accessories Council guests included:
Marlyn Schiff, Suzy Heimann/Anthrpologie, Robbin
Cook/Violet & Brooks, Bruna Maney/Fownes,
Rebecca Folz/Anzie, Britt Crane/Perpay, Deborah
Mack/DAM Fashion, Shraddha Patel/Boyds, Aneta
Pospichalova/Aneta Zae and HughE Dillon to
Ac
name a few!

APRIL 26: JOHN
WIND HOSTED

THE ACCESSORIES
COUNCIL IN

PHILADELPHIA
FOR GREAT

NETWORKING!
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delivering GOOD
Delivering Good hosted their 15th
Annual Women of Inspiration
Luncheon on June 8th, 2022, raising
over $400,000. The sold-out
event at The Pierre Hotel in New
York City celebrated four women
leaders: Jordana Guimaraes,
co-founder, Fashinnovation and
author, It Can Be You; Jen Sidary,
founder/CEO, angelforfashion.
com; Natasha Fishman, chief
communications officer/EVP
marketing, Authentic Brands Group;
and Donna Noce Colaco, cxecutive
chairwoman/CEO, Matilda
Jane Clothing. Proceeds from
the luncheon support Delivering
Good’s work connecting excess new
merchandise with people facing
poverty and disaster. A portion of
the funds raised will be dedicated
to our ongoing work supporting
individuals fleeing the conflict
in Ukraine.
Ac

MORE THAN

$400,000 RAISED
FOR DELIVERING
GOOD AT THEIR
15TH ANNUAL
WOMEN OF

INSPIRATION
LUNCHEON!

MAGIC Nashville, May 16-17: Excitement returned
to the trade show as thousands of buyers
descended on Music City U.S.A. to attend MAGIC
Nashville. Featuring live musical performances,
onsite experiences, and educational sessions, the
event was not to be missed.
“The energy was palpable from start to close.
The show hosted over 300 brands and drew
thousands of buyers, further underscoring that
Nashville is a burgeoning fashion hotspot,” said
Kelly Helfman, president of Informa Markets
Fashion. “We registered attendees from nearly
every state in the United States plus 17 countries,
all looking to meet with the hottest and emergent
brands showcasing their lines.”
Buyers found many treasures as sustainably made
products, bold colors, and nostalgic florals stole
the show. “After closing out an unforgettable
Nashville event,” added Helfman, “we head
straight into MAGIC Las Vegas — fashion’s most
anticipated large-scale event — with enthusiasm
and we can already feel the excitement
surrounding it.”
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the upgraded experience. You can find WWIN at
Caesars Palace hotel on August 8-11, 2022 and
at Caesars Conference Center on February 13-16,
2023.

celebrating 25
years of
WWIN(ning!)
When it comes to trade shows, the Womenswear
in Nevada (WWIN) show is a standout venue for
top brands and up-and-coming innovators in
the world of women’s fashion. Featuring more
than 1,500 lines and 400 exhibitors, this Las
Vegas mainstay draws retailers from across the
U.S. and 25 countries worldwide. Long considered
a treasure trove for accessories — from hats to
shoes and everything in between — WWIN is set to
mark its 25th anniversary next year, making it the
longest consistently running women’s fashion trade
show in Las Vegas.

Ac Magazine recently caught up with WWIN’s

event director Bryanna Timney to get the inside
take on this year’s show, August 8-11, and unspool a
bit of trade show lore.
WHAT IS WWIN’S ORIGIN STORY?
WWIN is short for Womenswear in Nevada. WWIN
has grown from a quaint 100 brand show to a
curated offering of more than 1,500 brands and
a leading destination for the apparel market. The
show was founded by my father-in-law Roland
Timney in 1998. He had a vision to create a fashion
trade show that offered incredible customer
service to both the exhibitor and the attendee.
Roland, a beloved figure in the fashion industry,
understood the unique needs of a fashion brand,
having worked both as a successful sales rep
and in manufacturing. When he launched the
first WWIN show in the ballroom of the Tropicana
hotel, the regional reps showed up in droves,
completely filling the space. I joined WWIN as an
events manager in 2015 after Clarion Events, the
new owner, acquired the show. In the years since,
WWIN has maintained the familial touch and
unmatched commitment to customer centricity
while moving the show to new venues that match

WHAT KINDS OF PRODUCT WILL I FIND AT WWIN?
WWIN has a carefully curated group of 400
exhibitors that offer apparel, accessories, and
jewelry from over 1,500 brands. This August, you
can expect to see over 150 different accessory,
footwear, and jewelry brands — categories that
buyers are demanding to see more of. The show
is also well-known for inclusivity, with apparel
collections that offer a wide array of size and
fit choices. This season, expect to see more
sustainable, made in USA and female founded
options than ever before.
WHY DOES WWIN HATE $9 BANANAS?
Trick question! No one wants to pay $9 for a
banana, but sadly, anyone who has been in
Las Vegas knows, the food is very expensive,
particularly at a trade show. WWIN aims to take
that stress away by providing exhibitors and
buyers complimentary breakfast, lunch and
snacks. It’s part of the family touch.
THE SHOW IS KNOWN FOR BEING BUYER
FRIENDLY, CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHAT THAT MEANS
TO YOU?
WWIN is known in the industry as an order writing
show and the team works very hard to ensure that
they create an environment that is comfortable
and conducive for doing business. Everything
is considered, from making sure each booth
comes with enough tables and chairs to offering
guided Trend Tours of the show floor. For those
who require more specialized service, the team
created MATCH! which gives buyers personalized
introductions to vendors who meet their criteria.
The show also offers the WWIN Workshop, a series
of educational seminars hosted by top industry
experts. We do our best to help everyone stay on
top of important trends, tackle retail challenges,
and promote good business across the board.
WHERE DO I GO AND HOW CAN I SIGN UP?
If you haven’t attended before, or it’s been a while,
it’s time to rediscover this gem. The show, will be
held in the modern convention center at Caesars
Palace Hotel, conveniently located in the heart of
the Las Vegas Strip. Check out the website for a list
of exhibitors and events, and put a big “X” on your
Ac
schedule to mark the dates.

Two Locations, One Way to WWIN.
AT
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AUGUST 8-11, 2022

FEBRUARY 13-16, 2023

CAESARS PALACE HOTEL
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

CAESARS FORUM CONFERENCE CENTER
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Register Now

Save the Date

MEMBERS RECEIVE DISCOUNTED BOOTH PRICING! CONTACT: LEENA@ACCESSORIESCOUNCIL.ORG
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WOMAN-OWNED ETHICALLY SOURCED HANDMADE

Visit one of our stores and experience how nature is translated into wearable art
Upper West Side 215 w. 83rd St. New York, NY - 9 Old Post Rd S, Croton-On-Hudson, NY - 54 Main St. Tarrytown, NY

ruthenyjewelry.com
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